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Two students victims 
of sexual crimes 
P.T. student in Bronx raped 
By Christopher J. Dyer 
An unidentified IC student was 
raped Sunday, Sept. 23, on the 
Bronx campus of Mt. Saint Vincent 
College, according to a Sept;. 26 
press release. The student is a 
senior attending the physical 
therapy program at the Albert 
Einstein college of Medicine/Bronx 
Medical Center. She lives on the 
campus of Mt. Saint Vincent Col-
lege. 
The rape occurred while the 
student was unloading her car in 
the rear parking area of the Alumnae 
Hall at CMSV. The student was 
able to provided a description of 
her assailant to the police. Accord-
ing to a CMSV campus security 
update, the assailant was described 
as a dark skinned caucasian in his 
mid-twenties, approximately 5 feet 
IO inches to 6 feet tall. He was 
drivinl! a brown or rust colored. 
large 70's model car in poor condi-
tion. 
. The Bronx Sex Crime Division 
is handling the investigation but 
refusedto.discussitofferthephone. 
According to Dr. Jackie 
Benamati, Dean of students at Mt 
Saint Vincent, the last reported rape 
on campus was in 1978. Dr. 
· Benamati said that since the attack 
security measures have been 
stepped up on campus. According 
to a list of current safety measures 
provided to Brian McAree, the 
Assistant Vice President of Student 
Affairs at IC, CMSV has changed 
their procedure regarding 
unregistered cars entering campus. 
The cars are stopped at the college's 
only entrance and the occupants are 
questioned as to their destination 
and business. This procedure has 
been extended to 24 hours a day. 
The safety measure list also said 
that any student or staff member 
may request a security escort to any 
campus location when travelling 
alone after dark. 
Benamati said that the 50th pre-
cinct has increased their patrols on 
the campus. Campus security pa-
trols have also been increased, 
Benamati said. 
"We are creating two safety 
committees, one which is all stu-
dents, made up of student govern-
ment members. They will examine 
and evaluate all security issues on 
campus. Things that we should be 
doing that we arc not. The other 
committee will be made up of of-
ficials," Benamati said. 
Benamati said, "We arc already in 
the process of educating students, 
but now we are offering more 
educational programs. On the night 
of the incident ,250students showed 
up for an educational program about 
rape." 
According to Benamati, the New 
York Police Dept is offering rape 
prcventionandawareness informa-
tion sessions on campus. 
Dr. Richard Miller, Dean of the 
school of Health Science and Hu-
- man Perfonnance here .at IC, also 
'comme~teif on the incident on be-
half ofthephysicaltherapyprogram. 
Miller said that IC immediately 
sent Brian McAree to the Bronx to 
deal with the incident. 
"Students are shocked by what 
occurred. However, they have been 
handling it very well," McAree said. 
McAree said that the students 
are a very tight and supportive 
group. McAree also said "that 
anytime something like this occurs 
all ofus become much more aware 
of what we need to improve our 
safety." . 
According to McAree profes-
sional consultation was provided 
for the students to help them cope 
with the situation. 
Miller refused to comment on 
specific aspects of the crime. "The 
alleged rape is still being investi-
gated and we are waiting for the 
investigation before we make any 
additional comments." 
Student in New Hall assaulted 
By Nancy Gobrechd 
A female Ithaca College student 
reported to campus safety on Sept. 
9 that she had been sexually abused 
in her room by a male acquaintance. 
The alleged incident took place the 
previous morning in the student's 
room in New Hall. 
This report lead to an investiga-
tion by the IC Office of Campus 
Safety. 
The female student declined to 
press criminal charges or to file a 
complaint. However, the issue is 
being dealt with through the cam-
pus judicial process at the student's 
request 
Rumors across campus sug-
gested a rape or attempted rape, but 
according t<> Dave Maley, IC 
Manager of Public Information, 
"This is being handled as a sexual 
abuse case and not rape or attempted 
rape and is not related to the robbery 
of a female IC student that occurred 
the same day." 
Laura Surine, investigator for 
the Office of Campus Safety, gave 
some helpful tips to f emalc students 
to help prevent a rape. 
Surine suggests that female stu-
dents should, walk in well lit areas 
with a friend, keep your room door 
locked, try not to study in a secluded 
area, don't jog after dark, keep your 
car in good running condition, don't 
hitchhike, and if someone is fol-
lowingyou, don 'tgo home, instead, 
go to a 24-hour store or to a police 
station. 
September 27, 1990 24 pages Free 
Ithaca College Budget Summary 
1990-91 * ·. 
Academic Budget Ex~ense :l 990- · 9l 0{~ of Jotal College 
Humanities and Sciences $10,036,992 10.41% 
Health Science and Human Performance 4,064,771 4.22% 
Business 2,041,392 2.12% 
Communications 2,923,851 3.03% 
International Programs 1,462,471 1.52% 
Graduate Studies/ Continuing Ed. 1,185,727 1.23% 
Music 2,742,789 2.85% 
Academic Support 3,277,628 3.40% 
Admissions and Enrollment Planning 2,453,817 2.55% 
Student Serylces 
Vice President's Areas $328,601 .34% 
Residential Life 2,056,028 2.13% 
Safety and Security 972,194 1.01% 
Health Center 706,299 .73% 
Student Services, Student Congress, 1,900,060 1.97% 
Union, Minority Affairs, etc. 
Business Services and Auxilliary Enterprises 7,487,187 7.77% 
*This is only a partial listing of the 1990-91 College budget summary. 
lnfomation from the Sept. 26 open budget meeting. 
Futri:fe budget is previewed 
Guaranteed tuition 
increase f orseen 
By Kristen Sturner 
TheBudgctCommittccheld it's 
annual Open Budget Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 26 from 3 to 5 
pm in Emerson Suite C. The 
meeting was open to all students 
and faculty interested in the July 1, 
1990 - J unc 30, 1992 budget plan. 
The Open Budget Meeting pro-
vided students with an opportunity 
to address administrators with 
questions and concerns. 
Approximately 25 to 30 students 
and administrators attended the 
meeting to learn more about what 
the future budget will be. 
Among the top issues addressed 
was the tuition rate. 
Thomas Salm, Chairman of the 
Budget Committee, stressed that IC 
will not be able to m~e any decisions 
regarding an increase in tuition until a 
completely new science build-
ing to be constructed. 
However, this project is only 
in the planning process and no 
definite decisions will be made 
until the board approves a new 
budget 
The construction of a new 
science building could also 
mean the end of classes held at 
NCR. 
Ithaca will then be able to 
increase it's on campus activi-
ties. 
Other issues touched upon 
included the computerization of 
the library over four years, pro-
gramming of on-campus activi-
ties and the meal plan. 
The next step for the budget 
committee will be for them to 
decide what future h111l!'"'" will 
\ ...,_:_~ 
. -- . ~-,-.. 
Ithacan / Jody Colston 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
New position opened for 
director of minority affairs 
By Jen Thompson made. He said the school is also 
tryingtomakerecommendationsto 
the administration to improve re-
cruitment and scholarships for mi-
norities. 
By Jodi Coleton 
Question: What effect will the letter regarding off-campus parties sent by Johr, 
Oblak,Vice President for Student Affairs and Campus Life, have on the student body? 
Ithaca College recently decided 
to improve race relations through-
out the campus. This comes after 
the school placed an advertisement 
for the creation of a Director of 
Minority Affairs position, in the 
SepL 12editionofTheChronicleof 
Higher Education. 
Another goal is to increase di-
versity awareness. 
Jodi Snapp 
Physical Therapy '92 
It will encourage students to drink 
more on campus. 
More 
than the 
Score 
Letters to the editor 
every Thursday 
he 
thacan 
port 
Send letters to Park 
Communications Room 266 
by 7 p.m. Sundays 
Letters to the editor 
every Thursday 
The 
Ithacan 
Send letters to Park 
Communications Room 266 
by 7 p.m. Sundays 
Information 
on a news 
event? 
Call or write 
The Ithacan 
Office 
~ 
266 Park School of 
Comrnincations 
Ithaca College 
lthaat, NY 14850 
Ben Jobes 
History '91 
Suzanne Smith 
Corp. Comm '92 
According to Dr. John B. Oblak, 
Vice-president of studentaffairsand 
campus life, this person will be 
responsible for supervising and 
operating a new division on campus 
called the Office of Minority Af-
fairs. 
Oblak felt that there was a need 
to remind educators that current 
students did not live through the 
great strides of equality during the 
sixties. He said, ·'There is a fear 
that the current generation wasn't 
exposed to the seriousness of the 
sixties, and that they aren't active 
or motivated enough to realize it." 
The letter has had some effect, 
however, word of mouth has been 
the main factor influencing stu-
dents to control their parties. 
Campus organizations will be 
forced to pro1<ide alternative 
weekend entertainment 
Oblak said that the division is 
part of a larger institutional plan 
recommended by the Presidential 
Committee at Ithaca. The ultimate 
goal, according to Oblak, is 
"committing the college to a multi-
cultural and diverse campus envi-
ronment" 
Oblak said the director will work 
with the campus community to 
evaluate the efforts that have been 
Oblak stressed that this office is 
not in response to a new need but a 
way "to better condition our com-
munity for a positive multi-cultural 
experience." He said many steps 
have been taken in the past few 
years, including the efforts of the 
administration to offer a wide va-
riety of academic courses. 
He added that in the Student 
See "minority," page 3 
EXPAND YOUR WORLD 
AtThe 
Ithaca College 
LONDON CENTER 
Study abroad opportunities include: 
Cour~w~rk in British and European Excursions to various sites and 
studies _m arts, hu~anities, social, citie~. visits to theaters, museums, 
sciences, b~sm~ss and galleries and other British institutions 
communicat1ons. are an integral part of the 
Internships_ available to qualified 
students in communications 
economics, international business 
politics, social services and ' 
theater arts. 
curriculum. 
Special theater program available 
Spring semester. 
Applicati~n deadline for Spring 1991 : 
Fraday, October 5, 1990 
For additional information 
and ~pplication forms contact the 
Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Center 
274-3306 
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MinoritJ.-' ----
from page 2 
Affairs department, a "diversity" 
cornmiuce has been fanned. 
Affairs and the EOP is a natural 
one. 
"Our institution should embrace 
this new initiative because not only 
. will it help minonty students not in 
the program, but it will be a resource 
for majority students who need 
guidance and direction in learning 
how to think in a more multi-cultural 
manner," Wharton said. 
IC alumni and student§ 
enjoy homecoming 
The staff will be made up of 
students and staff to initiate pro-
gramming that will help people ac-
cept diversity and ·racial under-
standing. · 
Oblak said relevant in~staff 
training is used frequently through-
out departmerits'o~ camp tis as wen, . 
-·including the training· of Resident' 
Assistants ancl 'directors: 
_. /' ' . : ' ....... 
' · Marly of the problems eitperi~ 
. encedby minorities-are taken to the 
Equal Opponunity Program on 
campus, which Oblak describes as 
"one of the most successful in the 
slate in terms of the· support it is 
given.'''.. . 
Nicholas V. Whanon , acting 
director of EOP at Ithaca College, 
eitplains that ·through the program 
minority students can receive aca-
demic support and financial aid. 
In addition, Wharton feels the 
Student Affairs division should 
benefit from the place~$nt of this 
office.· · .. , 
Oblak said thai. although public 
incidents ~f disc,rimination have 
·been few, thei'eha've been instances: . 
of rai::i'al graffiti throJghout the 
campus within the· last year (See 
Sept. 13 Ithacan, "Graffiti incident 
investigated".) 
Oblak said, that the subtle forms 
of discrimiria:tion are m'ore difficult 
to deal with than blatant acts. 
Overall, Oblak is confident that 
the college will continue their ef-
fons to increase racial awareness. 
.. 
. 
' 
-- . , . . . Ithacan haron Perks 
"Our mission has been and con-
tinues to be to educate people to 
understand that there are different 
EOP offers minority counsel- races.religiousbackgrounds,sex.ual 
ing1academicadvising;tutoring-and '. orientations and such. More itn-
more. portantly, thatall people have right 
Wharton said the relationship to common existence and respect", ' 
between the Office of Minority Oblak said. 
NhJte homecoming fans are enjoying themselves at NCR, Ithaca College police patrol the 
parking lots. This comes as .one of the latest of a series of police efforts to cu_rtall parties. They 
were Identifying people to make sure they were 21, and made sure there weren't open alcohollc 
containers. 
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AfEUBASS" 
"111e first time I saw a ;\lacint0sh, l was 
immediately hooked. [t's a work of art. I saw the 
student pricing and my next more was 
obrious: get one. 
--some other computers are cheaper, hut 
they· re a p:.un to learn. and v.·orkin~ 
on them cm be a grueling expenence. 
wst rear. a friend bought another 
kind of computer against my adrice 
and has used it for maybe 15 
hours.\X11at a w:.iste. 
.. ~ 1acintosh, on the other hand, 
is a k~gical e~1ension of the 
mind. It lets \'OU concentrate on 
what's in ~'l;ur paper, not on hov.· 
to get it 011 paper. \c)U c~n 
create professional-looking 
documents in minutes, and you 
lose the fear of learning new 
programs becau,.;e they all work 
in the same waY. 
--once you\·e worked 
\\ith a ~lacintosh. there's nu 
turning back'.' 
For all youroomputer needs 
cont.act Academic Computing 
274--3098 
• @. 
\'Oir do people lore Macintosh'? 
, Ask them. 
( t9')0 ~oill Cornp,..ler LflC A_.')011 II(! ,\j,)L'..ICI loOO 
:and M.1<rn'.::i::.."I :,,. r~ ,•cred l·aderru,k, cl Ar,ilt COtT'>Oultr 1,x 
Greg Gallent 
Consumer Economics and Housing 
Cornell University 
.s rtlE ITHACAN September 27, 1990 
Cfity iresidents and police fight back 
lh '1irh:id DeMasi 
· l ·11\, 1lli111! 10 st.and by and watch 
;1s thrn nc:-iihborhood is disrupted 
h p.1rtnn!_! colkgc students, South 
\~111 rl'~hknL" have come together 
l,' r,'>!:Hn l·t,ntrol of the streets. 
J~ \\ h:11 lone.time South Hill 
r,~i.knt P.Jub H. Nelson calls "a 
r:1rt1,11brl~ bad year, the level of 
,,ff,:.1mpus pa.rtying seems to be 
h1.:.h. ~t'l t,n!y arc students having 
m:,rl' p;1ruc:-s. but more students arc 
:111c:-n,hng thc-sc parties." 
quantum leap in bad behavior this 
year." 
Explanations vary as to why this 
year is dramatically worse than 
previous years. __ 
According to Ithaca City·Police 
Chief Harlin McEwen, there seems 
to be an increasing number of stu-
dents walking in groups both up 
and down the hill. 
"A potent mix of drunken 
students with few inhibi-
tions often causes loud 
and unruly behavior to 
result." 
nate or vomit on private property, 
and generally act disrespectful to-
wards the community." 
McEwen also commented on 
the fact that he felt this year resi-
dents have had many problems with 
students. "There has always been 
somewhat of a problem but each 
year it seems to be getting worse." 
cal authorities has come as a result 
of what South Hill Civic Associa-
tion President, John Schwartz calls 
"a more concerted effort" within 
the community. 
Homeowners who once thought 
it useless to contact police now feel 
they have some measure of control 
over their neighborhood. 
--Chief Harlin McE_wen Aided by a revised noise ordi-
nance and the attentive ear of city 
police, ho_meowners have had some 
success in arresting those that ap-
peared to be violating the law. 
Schwartz contends that this sen-
timent is at least partia!Jy due to the 
association's success last spring in 
altering the proposed Hudson Street 
reconstruction project 
"A potent mix of drunken stu-
dents with few inhibitions often 
causes loud and unruly behavior to 
result," McEwen said. 
many more students venturing off 
campus to party." 
"There arc hundreds of people 
,,,n>!rc:-c.atinc. .. said Nelson, "It is 
allll~'~I '"unl'il?mble lO live here on a 
FnJ:l,· or Saturday night" 
Meyer suggests that South Hill 
is caught in the middle, between a 
college that has limited on-campus 
drinking and downtown bars that 
no longer admit underage patrons. 
Contending with high noise lev-
els at all hours of the night is not the 
only disruption residents which 
residents must face. 
According to the Ithaca Jouma 
in a recent weekend, 21 citations 
were given to those who were "par-
tying," 18 of whom were Ithaca 
College students. 
"Once people got together, they 
started discussing other problems 
which they had in common," Meyer 
said. J .~ ~kvcr, who has lived among 
thl' collcc.~ srudents on South Hill 
for SI'\ ycm, said there has been "a He said, "as a result, there are 
McEwen said, "I have witnessed 
roaming students pull out street 
signs, knock over road barriers, uri- Stepped up enforcement by lo-
"Residents are beginning to find 
a voice," Schwanz said. 
SPRING BREAK '91 
Montego Bay, Jamaica... from $459 
Negril, Jamaica................ from $469 
Cancun, Mexico............... from $429 
Acapulco, Mexico........... from $499 
Panama City, FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from $129 
Winter Break Skiing.......... from $189 
Sign up early, space wlll sell out soonlllllll 
For Information and reservations contact: 
For information and reseivatlons conta; 
7 2 6. 964 m3~TUDENT _ TRAVEL 
SERVICES 120 North Aurorast./DOwntown Ithaca 
1 floor above the Fisherman restal.l'ont 
On-campus sales reps needed, earn cash and free travel. 
Call our office for details 
Remember always ask for your 
FREE Pepsi's 
u=======~~--~-----~====~~ i Receive one 
i FREE 
a 
a 
0 
a 
a 
D 
a 
item on a 
large or small pizza· 
O Please Mention Coupon Prior To Ordering· 
·-~~------------------------~ 
WELCOME 
to our 
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 
WEEKEND MASSES! 
EVERY SUNDAY AT: 
I 10:15 am, 1:00 pm, 9:00 pm 
~~ Daily Masses; 
~l,J1 •••• 
\~ ... ~ "• • Mon., Wed., Fri. at :~···· ••• Tues. at 5:15 pm noon 
ALL SERVICES AT MULLER CHAPEL 
CHAPLAINS: 
Rev. John DeSocio Sr. Virginia Taylor 
~EXPRESSIOWS 
CUSTOM PRINTED 
T-SHIRTS & SPORTSWEAR 
we cater to: · 
Fraternities • sororities • Fundraisers 
Business organizations • community Groups 
various Sports Teams -
We speclallze In advertising & promot10na1 
Items: 
BUTTONS • BALLONS • CAPS -
BUMPER STICKERS• MUGS• TOTE BAGS• ETC. 
call us for that hard-to-find Item for your groul] 
21 o The commons • 273-6667 • open every oav 
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You told us 
l(eep it simple 
and mal(e it easyo 
We listened. 
THEITHACAN 5 
d~j ITT 11 [2-] I ~~di~~ r;:~~~::~~~:;r:-
L------' ~ • With its preloaded software, 
And i(you buy before December 31, 1990, you'll 
receive a TWA·- Certificate entitling you to a round-
trip ticket for $149**/$249.** Plus a free TWA 
including Microsoft· Windows 114 3.0, just turn on the 
PS/2 · and you're ready to go. Watch your ideas quickly 
come to life in papers, graphics, lab reports and even 
spreadsheets. 
Plus, you can easily work on more than one pro-
ject at a time. Simply click your mouse to choose from 
a variety of programs. And our special student price 
makes it easier to own.* 
Getaway· Student Discount 
Card application. You'll also 
get a great low price on the 
PRODIGY' service. 
It was easy making tht' 
IBM PS/2 easy to use. 
You told us how and 
we listened. 
Tuesday 
October 2nd 
In the Lobby on the Second Floor 
of Egbert Union, 
from 11 :30am to 4:30pm. 
If you have any questions, contact either the Educational 
Purchase Coordinator at 274-3030, or Brett P. Cooper & Dan Driscoll at 277-5476. 
i/' NEWn~~ 
IBM Question and Answer Session, Every Thursday Iln Friends 110 (IBM ILAIB) 
From 2:00 pm to 3:00pm. Your Chance to ask an IBM Representative Questions, and 
Get Answers. 
----
------ -
- ... - ----
- - -
- - ---
- - -- ---
--
_ _.._,_ 
"This offer Is available o"nly to qualified students. faculty, staff and 1nstItut1ons that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions througl1 part1c1pat1ng campus locations Orders art? 
subIcct to ava1lab1l1ty Prices are sub1ect to change and IBM may withdraw the otter at any tune without wntten notice • ·valid tor any TWA dcst1nat1on 111 the continental US or Pucrtl0 
Rico tor travel September 16, 1990. through December 19, 1991. at the following round tnp fares $149 00 round-trip for travel from September 16. 1990 t11rougl1 June 14 1991 3nd 
September 16. 1991. through December 19, 1991 $249 00 round-tnp for travel June 15. 1991. through September 15. 1991 Seats are l1rn1tcd Fare Is non refundable 14 da, ad"ance 
purchase. blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants for TWA.s Getaway Student Discount Card must bo full t1r11t> 
students between the ages ol 16.-26 •·•IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation M1corso1t 1s a reg1sterec1 
trademark of M1croso!t Corporation TWA 1s a registered service mark of Trans World A1rl1nes. Inc TWA Getaway Is a registered trademark of Trans World A1rl1nes Inc PRODIGY 1s a 
registered service mark ana trademar~ of Prodigy Services Company. a partnerst11p of IBM and Sears '"Windows Is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
' IBM Corporation 1990 
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Office of Financial Aid gets needed reprieve 
New assistant director appointed 
Chamber's current position was 
By Corey Lenz 
getting too personally involved and 
knowing when to take a step back. 
soon riding it to work. 
Chambers also speaks of his ex-
tensive comic book collection. He 
has hundreds of marvel comics, in-
cluding the first Hulk .. Chambers 
plans to stay in Ithaca for several 
more years, thriving on the excite-
ment of settling into a new town, 
with its multitudes of peoples and 
lifestyles. 
As many studenL~ have learned 
bv now, unwrapping their financial 
aid packages can require a transla-
tor: F1llmg out Fmancial Aid Fonns 
\FAFs), Guaranteed Student 
Loans(GSLs), I 040 tax fonns, and 
,ccmmdv endless applications to 
'\ccure th; money needed to attend 
unfilled. "It was really hard on ev-
erybody," says Jan Klotz, the direc-
tor of the Office of Financial Aid. 
Klotz recalls having to review some 
6,000 folders himself for two years 
and calls Chambers' addition to the 
office, "invaluable." "Having a 
professional with experience takes 
much of the burden off," Klotz says. 
With the work load being more 
equally shared, Klotz also spoke of 
the atmosphere of the office being 
lifted to a new level. 
Before applying for his position 
at I.C., Chambers had moved from 
job to job in search of the one that 
offered him greater responsibility -------------___,=--,:-----------
I.C. 
.-\ new addition to the Office of 
Financial Aid speaks the language 
of student finance. Larry Chambers, 
the new Associate Director of Fi-
nancial Aid atlthacaCollege,began 
his posiLJon nearly two months ago. 
I was 15 minutes early for my 
interview with Chambers who was 
running a few minutes late. The 
office teemed with students trudg-
ing in and out and ringing phones. 
So, I wasn't surprised to hear that 
the day before, September 11, the 
office received 65 phone calls and 
met with 61 students. 
In speaking with Chambers, l 
sensed an undertone of frustration 
in his voice. l knew it was not the 
climate of the office. Chamber's 
only words to describe the staff and 
its working relationship was "out-
standing." Ann Kilmer,asccretary 
and consequently greater personal 
satisfaction. With an undergradu-
ate degree in communications from 
SUNY Buffalo, Chambers wanted 
to move on to radio and broadcast-
ing, but became disillusioned after 
working in Santa Barbara, Califor-
nia. "It's [radio] too much ofadog-
eat-dog kinda thing." 
Consequently, Chambers earned 
a masters degree in counseling from 
Niagara University and was hired 
as a counselor at the University of 
California. Aftertwoycars,Cham-
bers moved on to the Bryant and 
"Financial aid isn't just dollars and . 
cents -- it's peopjes' lives" 
-Larry Chambers, assistant director of 
the Office of Financial Aid 
Stratton Business Insutute. After 
two years there, Chambers accepted 
a more complex financial aid posi-
tion at Niagara University, where 
he stayed before coming to I.C .. 
Chambers feels securing his new 
post provides an opportunity to 
make more money, to work at a 
college that the academic commu-
nity respects, and to maintain a po-
sition with more responsibility. 
"Career wise, it (coming to LC.) 
was a great move." 
Chambers spoke with me in his 
office, cramped with desks, com-
puters, and a stack of Diet Coke 
cans on the cabinets. By his upbeat 
tone and whimsical smirks, I per-
ceived the enthusiasm Chambers 
feels for his new position. The 
assistant director position oversees 
the Pel-Grant, the Stafford Loan, 
and the freshmen financial aid 
packages. These responsibilities 
entail reviewing initial FAFs, cer-
tifying applications correctly and 
timely, adjustmg financial aid 
packages, transferring funds quickly 
to student accounts, and requesting 
payment from the federal govern-
ment for each student receiving a 
grant. 
Last December to early July, 
in the Office of Financial Aid, de-
scribes him a<; "a wonderful human 
being with a marvelous sense of 
humor." But Chambers sometimes 
finds situations difficult when those 
in need of financial aid can't be 
helped. "Financial aid isn't just 
money, dollars and cents - it's 
people's lives." "In financial aid," 
Chambers says, "you have to be 
sensitive to things happening in a 
family's life. You have to get the 
personal picture behind the figures. 
Once you get the family scenario, 
sometimes you can find a way to 
help them even though the figures 
don't show that they need help." 
But Chambers also spoke of not 
When Chambers is not working, 
he attends church, goes camping, 
and hits the pavement on his motor-
cycle. Presently, however, the bike 
is in Buffalo, but he hopes to be 
Ithacan / Sharon 
Larry Chambers, the new assistant director or the Office or 
Financial Aid, takes a break from his work. 
ALPHA 
AETI 
MONDAY, OCT. 1 
MEET THE BROTHERS 
(LA TOURELLE AT 8:00) 
TUESDAY, OCT. 2 
??? MYSTERY NIGHT??? 
(AMERICAN LEGION AT 8:00) 
1990 
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 3 
$$$ CASINO NIGHT$$$ 
(CORNELL AEPI HOUSE AT 9:00) 
FRIDAY, OCT. 5 
IX- MIDNIGHT BOWLING -XI 
(BOWL-A-DROME AT 12:00) 
FOR INFO OR RIDES CALL : 
272-6297 STU MANNING 
COME WITH US! 
AEII 
SATURDAY, OCT. 6 
** BARBECUE WITH BROTHERS ** 
(AT 2:00 P.M.) 
SUNDAY, OCT. 7 
SMOKER (INVITE ONLY) 
' •• ' ' ' •• l. 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday 
September 27 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents James Agard, "Inverted 
Ulusions,"Lobby of Gannett Cen-
ter. 
Sign-ups for SAB Table Tennis 
Tournament, Campus Center 
Lobby. 
Interfaith Meditation, Muller 
. Chapel Sanctuary, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Successful Interviewing Work-
shop, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, noon. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, noon - 1 p.m. 
Varsity Fall Golf at Binghamton, 
1 p.m. (A) 
Orientation Steering Committee 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 1:15 - 2:15 p.m. 
Women's Soccer at William 
Smith, 4 p.m. (A) 
StudentsofSign Language Meet-
ing, Phillips Room, Muller Chapel, 
7 - 8p.m. 
Dayspring Meeting, Laub Room, 
Chapel, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Philosophy Club Meeting, 301 
Friends Hall, 7:30 - 10 p.m. 
English Club and the Department 
of English present "Study at the 
London Center: Opportunities 
for English Majors." Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
School of Music presents the 
Faculty Chamber Music Series, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Friday 
September 28 
YOM KIPPUR (begins at sun-
down) 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents James Agard, "Inverted Il-
lusions," Lobby of Gannett Cen-
ter. 
Varsity Women's Tennis at 
ICAC's at Rochester Institute of 
Technology, ToBeAnnounced(A) 
Career Planning and Placement 
"How to Find a Job" Workshop, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 11 a.m. 
Junior Varsity Football vs. 
Cortland, 3:00 p.m. (A) 
Varsity Women's Volleyball at 
Juniata Invitational, 4 p.m. (A) 
Men's Soccer vs. Clarkson,4 p.m. 
(H) 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6: 15 and 8:45 
p.m. Pre-fast meal in Terrnce Din-
ing Hall from 4:30 - 6 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Films 
presentsPrettyWoman, 102Texlor 
Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Graduate Violin Lecture and 
Recital, Deborah Mazurek, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 7 
p.m. 
Saturday 
September 29 
YOMKIPPUR 
sentsJames Agard, "Inverted Il-
lusions," Lobby of Gannell Cen-
ter. 
Women's and Men's Cross 
Country at Cortland Invitational, 
To Be Announced (A) 
Varsity Women's Tennis at 
ICAC's at Rochester Institute of 
Technology, ToBeAnnounccd(A) 
Varsity Women's Volleyball at 
Juniata Invitational, 9 a.m. (A) 
Men's Soccer vs. St. Lawrence, 
noon (H) 
The Comic Book Club of Ithaca 
presents the Fall Comic ·Book 
Show, Masonic Temple, from 11 
a.m. - 6 p.m. Admission $2. 
Fall Baseball at_LeMoyne, 1 p.m. 
(A) 
Field Hockey vs. Messiah, I p.m. 
(H) 
VarsityFallGolfvs.Elmira, 1 p.m. 
(H) 
Varsity Football vs. Springfield, 
1 :30 p.m. (H) 
Women's Soccer vs. Rochester 
Institute ofTechnology, 2 p.m. (A) 
Recognition Dinner for Bill Ware, 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 
6:30p.m. 
Senior Voice,Elizabeth Erickson, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m. 
Graduate Voice Lecture and Re-
cital, Bonnie McCubbin, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, 7 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presentsPrettyWoman 102Textor 
Hall. 7 and 9:30 n.m. 
Sunday 
September 30 
Catholic Community Mass, 
Muller Chapel, 10:15 a.m., 1 and 9 
p.m. 
IC Mens Volleyball Club presents 
a Volleyball Clinic Sandcourt, 
Campus Center Quad, 11 a.m. - 1 
p.m. 
Protestant Community Services, 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 11 :30 
a.m. 
Field Hockey vs. University of 
Southern Maine, noon (H) 
Junior Voice, Donald Davis, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 2 p.m. 
Fall Baseball at Mansfield, 2 p.m. 
(A) 
Athletics Department Team 
Meetings, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 4 - 5 p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi Meeting, 
Terrace 12A Lounge, 6 - 8 p.m. 
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Alli-
ance Meeting, Phillips Room, 
Muller Chapel, 6 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Films 
presents To Be Announced 102 
Textor Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
School of Music presents the 
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. 
Sigma Alpha Iota Meeting, Ter-
race 9A Lounge, 9:15 p.m. 
Monday 
October 1 
International Programs Inter-
views for London Center, Con-
Admissions Office Open House fcrence Room, Campus Center, 
G II noon - 6 p.m. The ·Handwerker- a er.v .ore. , , , ·· " .. , , , . ·· .. , , , , · -
A homecoining tradition 
Students and alumnl gather to tailgate In the NCR parking lot before the 
homecoming football game. 
Intramural Touch Football Or-
ganizational Meeting, P-5 Hill 
Center, 6 p.m. 
Ithaca College Republicans 
M:!eting, Friends 103, 7:30 p.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society Meeting, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 8 - 10 p.m. 
Parish Council Meeting, Laub 
Room, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m 
Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 8 - 11 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts Staff Meet-
ing, North Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 8: 15 - 9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 
October 2 
Table Tennis Tournament 
Qualifier, Recreation Room, 
Campus Center, TBA 
International Programs Inter-
views for London Center, Con-
ference Center, Campus Center, 9 -
lOa.m. 
Interfaith Yoga, Muller Chapel 
Sanctuary, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Senior Services Workshop, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
noon - 1 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon - I p.m. 
Student Activities Board Meet-
ing,North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon - 1:15 p.m. 
Residential Life Stafflnput Board 
Meeting, DcMoue Room, Campus 
Center, 12: 15 - 1 p.m. 
International Programs Inter-
views for London Center, Con-
ference Center, Campus Center, 1 -
2 p.m. and 4 - 5 p.m. 
Financial Management Associa-
tion Speakers/Meetings, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:30 - 9 
p.m. 
Accounting Club Meeting, 
DcMoue Room, 8 p.m. 
Student Government Congress 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. - midnighL 
School of Music presents the Wind 
Ensemble, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday 
October 3 
Last Day to Withdraw with a "W" 
on Block I Courses 
Academic Computing Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
International Programs Inter-
views for London Center, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 10 
- 11 a.m., I - 2 p.m. and 3 - 4 p.m. 
Field Hockey at Cortland, 3 p.m. 
(A) 
Women's Soccer vs. Cortland, 4 
p.m. (H) 
Varsity Women's Tennis vs. 
Cortland, 4 p.m. (H) 
Varsity Women's Volleyball at 
Geneseo with Rochester, 6 p.m. 
(A) 
American Marketing Associa-
tion, Clark Lounge, Campus Cen-
ter, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Speaker, 
Merideth Vieira, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Special 
Event<; Meeting, DeMottc Room, 
Campus Center, 8 - 9 p.m. 
School of Music presents the 
Percussion Ensemble, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
RHA Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 9 - 11 p.m. 
Business School 
Announcements 
1-l&S Business Minor Applica-
tions Available. H&S students who 
want to apply for lhe business mi-
nor can pick up applications and 
information on eligibility in the 
H&S AdvisingOffice(Muller214), 
starting September 4. Applications 
arc due October 16. 
Business Administration degree in 
one year at Clarkson. Individual 
interviews will be held from 9 -
11 :30 a.m. and a group session will 
be held al noon. For more informa-
tion call Career Planning (x3365). 
Scholarship and 
Internship 
Opportunities 
1991 NSF Graduate Research 
FPllow,;hips. $13,500 yearly sti-
pend and tuition waiver at U.S. in-
stitutions for students entering 
graduate programs in math, natural 
/physicaVsocial sciences, and engi-
neering. College ~niors are eli-
gible to apply. Application dead-
line November 9, 1990. 
1991 Mellon Fellowships in the 
Humanities. $12,000 fellowship 
award plus tuition/fees to any col-
lege senior who can present evi-
dence of outstanding academic 
promise and who wishes to begin 
graduate work in preparation for a 
career in leaching/scholarship in the 
Humanities. Candidates must be 
nominated by a faculty member by 
November 5, 1990. Additional in-
fonnation is available in the H&S 
Advising Office, 214 Muller. 
1991 Hughes Predoctoral Fel-
lowships in Biological Sciences. 
The 66 fellowships intended for 
students who have completed less 
than one year of graduate work will 
be awarded for full-time study to-
ward a Ph.D. or Sc.D. degree in 
biological sciences. Stipends will 
be S l 3,500 annually for three years 
with an additional Sl 1,700 annual 
cost-of-education allowance 
provided.Application 
dcadline:November 9, 1990. Ad-
ditional information is available in 
the H&S Advising Office, 214 
Muller. 
1991 NY State Senate Session As-
sistants program. 1l1e NY State 
Senale is recruiting undergraduates 
lo work in Albany as Session Assis-
tants during the 1991 Session (Jan. 
10- May 8, 1991.) Applicants must 
be US citizens under 25 years of 
age with a grade point average of 
One Year M.B.A. Dr. Suzanne 3.0 orabove. The stipend for 1991 
Libeny, Director of Graduate Pro- is $2500, and lhe hourly minimum 
grams in the School of Manage- commitment per week is 35 hours. 
mentatClarkson will visilon Tues- Application cteadline:November 1, 
day, October 2, LO talk to students 1990. Applications are available in 
interested in earning a Master of the H&S Advising Office, 214 
. , , . J\1uller. 
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OPINION 
Students prove 
that partying can 
become a problem 
Have you ever wondered how college students look to native 
residents of Ithaca? While deli~ering pizza last w~end, I had the 
opponunity to witn~ the rowdiness of homecommg_ weekend from 
an outsider's perspecuve. Sadly, studt:n~_and alum~1 embarras~ 
themselves and the community by exh1b1tmg behaVIor more befilbng 
children than civil adults. . . . 
Toward the end of last week, people all ~ver camp_us cnbc~ 
John B. Oblak's letter regarding stricter pohce penalues for disrupt-
ing the peace. No one seemed to think there was a problem; hardly 
anyone understood why the town was suddenly hassling sbldents 
having harmless fun. But ~hat I saw on Satur~y ni_ght confirmed 
the town• s claim that there IS a problem of partymg m Ithaca. 
The few remaining downtown bars spilled sloppily onto the 
sidewalk. Dozens of students gathered on every street comer up 
96B. Inebriated hitchhikers endangered themselves and motorists by 
standing in the line of ttaffic. Vindictiv~ stu_dents_ .. pushed" cars that 
didn't stop into oncoming lanes by walking m therr path. Random 
drunkards slapped cars as they drove past or pounced on bumpers of 
automobiles waiting at red lights. In short, students took over the 
community of Ithaca and turned it into a playground of disruptive 
pranks. th · · h "th irtual Many IC students suppon err ng t to party w1 a_v . . 
ideology. They seem to think that classes are an anno~mg distractmn 
from the true business at hand. They say that college 1s supposed to 
be fun -- a four-year-long orgy of drinking, drugs and general 
mayhem. But they have been deceived. 
We are here to go to school. Socializing is only one part of a 
multi-faceted process of education. It is a means to an end, not an 
end in itself. We wouldn't even have the freedom to engage in idle 
rowdiness if our parents didn't shell out over $14,000 a year on the 
pretext that we were here primarily to study. 
As educated young adults living away from home, we exercise 
enormous freedom. But with that freedom comes an implicit 
responsibility of civil society that the students in this town readily 
ignore. . 
Your right to have fun and pany has no more worth than another's 
freedom to sleep, study, think, or deliver pizza without being 
disturbed. In other words, if your freedom infringes on someone 
else's, yours should be curtailed. Adherence to this maxim insures 
peaceful, civilized co-existence. And this is exactly what Oblak's 
letter was trying to achieve. 
So have a party next weekend, just don't blast the music past a 
reasonable hour. Go ahead and walk downtown to a bar, just don't 
be stupid in the street with cars. Respect everyone's freedom, 
including your own, and no one will be bothered by the police or a 
guilty conscience. 
Damon Linker 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Mugging news should have come sooner 
To the editor: 
I am writing to express my ex-
treme dissatisfaction over the han-
dlingofa very serious campus safety 
issue. The issue to which I am 
referring is the campus mugging 
which was reported in the Ithacan 
on Sept 20. 
I strongly feel that it is the re-
sponsibility of the school to keep 
students informed on issues that 
involve our safety and well-being. 
Why is it then that news of this 
mugging was not reported to the 
students until the crime was al-
ready solved? 
It is my opinion that the school is 
trying to "gloss over" incidents such 
as these in order to be more appeal-
ing to prospective students. How-
ever, I feel that any sbldent who is 
bright enough to be accepted to 
Ithaca College realizes that there is 
crime on every college campus. 
Rather than be turned off by Ithaca, 
most would feel both confident and 
comfonable to attend an institution 
that actively displays concern for 
the young adults that live there. 
Concern about safety on college 
campuses is running rampant these 
days, no thanks to the brutal rape/ 
murders at the UniversityofAorida 
in Gainesville. It is reported in the 
Sept. 14 issue of USA Today that 
assuming "the violence [in 
Gainesville] is an exception to a 
national norm of crime-free college 
communities is to make a serious 
mistake." -
The paper goes on to report that 
at least every ten days, someone is 
killed on or near a campus. In 
addition, " ... students fall victim to 
more than 21,000 armed robberic.-.s, 
rapes and assaults each year." That 
is an average of one violent act 
every 25 minutes. 
My concern fornotonlymyself, 
but my friends and classmates here 
on campus is what prompted me to 
write this letter. I hope to reach not 
only the administration, but also 
the many people I see out my win-
dow each night jogging alone or 
coming from the parking lot by 
themselves. What good does it do 
these people to hear about a crime 
only after it's been solved? 
I commend Ithaca on cenain 
aspects of campus safety, and I do 
not by any means deny that they are 
concerned. The numerous police 
officers, SASP, residence hall 
locking procedure, call boxes and 
blue light phones are all excellent 
preventative measures. But even 
more could be done with the use of 
a little infonnation. 
Individual awareness is the most 
impof1ant benefit to be reaped from 
the use of crime infonnation and 
statistics. By not informing resi-
dents of the campus of crimes soon 
after they arecommitted, the school 
keeps potential victims from taking 
preventative measures. 
The reporting of crimes is also a 
way to solicit witnesses who could 
come forward toofferobservations 
of wmsual peopleoractivities which 
might nonnally have gone unrc-
poned. 
This would also combat the 
misinfonnation that gets circulates 
when it is up to the sbldents to pass 
infonnation amongst themselves. I 
do not promote the listing of names 
of crime ·victims. I just believe in 
printing the facts, honest and 
straightforward. 
I think it would even serve as a 
catharsisforthevictimsinvolved to 
know that the school really cares 
enough about them to make sure 
that their traumas do not have to be 
experienced by anyone else. 
Lori Beth Perle 
Corpor~te Communication '93 
Fraternity's donation refused by school 
To the editor: 
This is an angry leuer concern-
ing the politics of dealing with the 
bureaucracy of Ithaca College. 
I am presently in my senior year 
and have devoted much of my time 
to many organizations on campus 
including residential life and several 
academic organizations. One orga-
nization that I joined at IC is no 
longer affiliated with the school. 
That organization is Delta Kappa 
fraternity. 
Delta Kappa has had its share of 
rough times, but times change and 
so do organizations. Contrary to 
the belief of some administrators, 
Delta Kappa is not a drinking club. 
We contribute academically, so-
cially, and financially to the Ithaca 
College community. 
Aside from the tuition contribu-
tion thai amounts to approximately 
$1 million, the brothers of Delta 
Kappa are active in all facets of 
Ithaca College life. In the past two 
semesters, several brothers have 
achieved some of the highest aca-
demic honors attainable at IC. 
I was once concerned with try-
ing to work something out with the 
administration in order to become 
recognired by the school. After 
running into dead ends again and 
again, I have become frustrated, 
and although many brothers are still 
trying, I have since abandoned that 
goal and learned to live with it 
Recently, however, several in-
cidents arose that I can not just 
ignore. These incidents are not 
fraternity issues, they are issues of 
conscience that affect us all. 
In mid-August, we were ap-
proached by the Red Cross. We 
were told that in light of the Persian 
Gulf crisis, the Red Cross blood 
reserves may be in shon supply. 
We were asked to conduct a blood 
drive. We were anxious to oblige 
and immediately sought to orga-
nize the event on campus. Our 
request was denied. Once again, I 
was aggravated, but not surprised. 
Several days later,asecond inci-
dent occurred. At our weekly 
meeting on Sept. 11. a brother an-
nounced that he was panicipating 
in the "sleep out" for the homeless. 
We took up a collection. We 
were pleased that the sum we col-
lected was the largest single dona-
tion pledged by any Ithaca College 
organization. A fraternity check 
was written and brought to the 
school to be donated. 
The check was not accepted- the 
sole reason being that it was from 
Delta Kappa. After this happened, 
the same brother tried to donate a 
personal check with no mention of 
thefraternity. Thattoowasrefused. 
lfailtoseethelogicusedinrefusing 
our donation. 
In closing, I would like to pose 
several questions. What has been 
gained by this episode? Who has 
ultimately lost? What was the ra-
tionale? 
Michael Lukianoff 
Finance '91 
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LETTERS 
The Supreme Court shouicll 
interpret, not write the law 
To the editor; opinions on abortion. Good for 
Duringthepastwcek,theSenate him. It woul~ be silly to deny him 
JudiciaryCommittecheldhearings a seat on the Supreme CQurt just 
to determine whether or not Judge because he wouldn't reveal his per-
David Souter would be confinned . sonal opinions: 
as a Supre('!_e Court Jusuce, I hope · The job:_ofa Supreme CourtJ us-
that the Senate docs confirm him -1jceJs to uphold the Constitution, 
because it will show that there is a and· if Roe v. Wade; does- have a 
need for the Supreme Court to use Constitutional basis, it wo~ld seem 
the Constitution as a basis for their that Souter would vote to upholdjL 
decisions, as opposed t<> what they Even'"if1 Roe :v. Wade is over- -
have done in recent times, turned, it Would be UJ) to·lhe-SttllCS 
In the past., the court has become to determine·: whether ·or nbt a 
pragmatic and a forum for each woman has a right to an abortion. 
Justices' political views. Roe v. This right is not in the Constitution, 
Wade and a variety of ~th(;rrul~ngs, and it should not be up to the Court 
has made the court ~µ\"ideological to mandate polidy to the citizens of 
and pragmatic body." · · -the country. ·.Abortion .--is a very 
In essence, with rulings like Roe-' touchy issue, an-d it should be dealt-
v. Wadi;,thecourthascreatcdlaws. ·. ·wiil, on a-state-by-state basis; 
There is nothing in the Constitution_ Ancither complaint about Souter 
that grants the Supreme Court that_ is that he_ha:sn 't written anything on_ 
kind of power. major issues; he has been called the 
It is the court's responsibility to "stealth-candidate." · 
uphold the Constitution and its When I first heard that Souter 
various amendments, not to create was nominated, I thought that it 
new ones. In order to do this job, would be setting a dangerous trend 
the court needs Justices who know for fulW'e law students. I thought 
the Constitution wet[ that from now on they would inten-
Judge Souter has proven that he tionally withhold their opinions for 
has indeed read the Constitution fear of not becoming a Supreme 
and is willing to use it as his sole Court candidate. 
basis for decisions. He has also Then I remembered that 
stated that he is determined to up- Eisenhower appointed two justices 
hold civil rights and protect first to the coun that had little back-
amendmentrights. Forinstance,he ground to them. He later called 
will probably vote against any leg- them "the only two mistakes I made 
islation that prohibits flag-burning in office." TheirnamesareBrennan 
·- a pretty novel idea for someone and Marshall, two of the most lib-
that President Bush nominated. eral judges the court ever had. 
The main criticism that he has Christopher J. Dyer 
received is that he won't reveal his Social Studies '92 
Sorority promotes social 
service and leadership skills 
To the editor: 
What do you think when the 
word "sorority" comes to mind? A 
lot of Ithaca College students and 
staff immediately affix a negative 
stereotypical image. Whatever that 
stereotype may be, Gamma Delta 
Pi is a unique and integral part of 
the community. 
GammaDeltaPiisalocalsocial-
service sorority housed in Terrace 
9B. We are an independent orga-
nization made up of committed and 
responsible women. We are in-
volved with various service projects 
on and off campus. 
In the past we have co-sponsored 
the Red Cross blood drive, helped 
out with Parents Weekend, volun-
teered at the Oak Hill Manor nurs-
ing home.and passed out pamphlets 
for the Kidney Association. 
In addition, this semester, we 
WAAT VO I HeAR 
FOR 1HlS STALE 
Prus OF SREAP? 
plan to volunteer at Greater Ithaca 
Activities Center, Ithaca Youth 
Bureau, the Ithacare Center, 
Tompkins Community Hospital, 
and many other philanthropic or-
ganizations. 
Wedohaveasocialaspecttoour 
organization, but as explained 
above, Gamma Delta Pi is not just a 
bunch of parties. 
The benefits of joining a soror-
ity far outweigh the negative image. 
Our members will graduate with 
leadership skills, social grace, a 
sense of commitment, and a per-
ception of responsibility and inde-
pendence. We take time out ofour 
busy schedules to get involved with 
IC and the Ithaca community·. 
Kristen Conroy 
Speech Communication '92 
Jennifer Alcott 
Psychology '93 
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Editorial missed key issues of gun control 
To the editor: · 
When considering the gun 
problem in America, you have to 
remember the basic premise that 
people want to own guns whether 
you like it or not. There are plenty 
oflegitimate reasons why, but we' II 
just say that the chances of America 
surrendering all of her guns over to 
the scrap pile in exchange for the 
illusion of a crime-free utopia, to 
me are about as likely as America 
ceasing its consumption of beer and 
football ovemighL 
I'm not in the NRA, nor do I 
support their opposition to the ban 
of semi-automatic assault rifle sales 
in the U.S. when their haz.ards so 
greatly outweigh their usefulness. 
But one area I think the NRA de-
serves credit in is safety education. 
Promoting the safe handling of 
fireanns is their main cause, not 
trying to make the country safe for 
Rambo-type lunatics with grudges 
for school-children. Accidents 
happen, but they happen less with 
someone who knows what they're 
doing with a gun in their hands. 
IfMr. Linker would like to learn 
more about the Founding Fathers 
other than how to misuse the au-
thority of their collective names to 
give backbone to his weak, high-
minded generalizations, I only sug-
gestthathe visitThomasJefferson 's 
home at Monticello. There he will 
find the pistol Mr. Jefferson kept 
concealed in his coat pocket to 
protect himself from thieves while 
travelling. 
Incidentally, people still do ac-
tually use rifles to gather food, as is 
auested by the tens-of-thousands of 
hunting licenses the NYSDEC is-
sues each year to combat the over-
grown deer population. 
And for those of you still cater-
ing to the myth that Great Britain is 
a never-never land void of any 
crime, I only suggest that you go 
live there as I did and see for your-
self. I would rather be shot in the 
good old U.S. of A than be pushed 
in front of a subway or be blud-
geoned silly by mounted police in a 
To the editor: 
As 1 was driving up University 
Avenue last Sunday morning, my 
car was nearly broadsided by a car 
that failed to stop at the Stewart 
Avenue intersection. 1 was fright-
ened but glad that my kids weren't 
with me. 
tax riot 
I searched every pageoftheJuly 
22nd Times and found none of the 
murder statistics Mr. Linker quoted. 
Asswning the info was not fictitious, 
one can guess the figure of21,000 
included things like stabbings, hit 
and runs, and drunken parking lot 
brawls. 
To legally acquire a handgun 
(still used in hunting) does lake a lot 
of paperwork and character refer-
ences. Those guys you read about 
who spray pedestrians with Uzis 
out of car windows probably didn't 
buy them at Woolworth during the 
course of an afternoon. 
1'll believe the U.S. will be free 
of crime after the outlawing of guns 
when all you smokers believe we'll 
all live forever once smoking is 
outlawed. 
James Wolfe 
Graduate Student of Music 
Editor's note: The murder statistics 
in question actually appeared in 
The New York Times on Aug. 2. 
hamlet, dear young ones on a spree: 
is having that nifty stop sign on 
your wall really worth killing 
someone? 
1 know you don't intend 10 leave 
anyone motherless, and I'm sure 
you'd be horrified. to learn that your 
theft caused the death or quad-
riplegia of a child, so please don't 
steal traffic signs! Return the ones 
you have (I helped pay for them, 
and they were expensive)! 
COMMUNIST HOM5" 
SH0PPfN6 NETWORK 
Then I realized that the other 
driver hadn't known he was meant 
to stop because the sign had been 
removed. ,When I called the police 
to report the near-accident and 
missing sign, the dispatcher sighed 
and told me that three signs had 
been stolen from that intersection 
last weekend alone. 
Dear students, guests, and tem-
porary neighbors in this idyllic 
If you 're bright enough to figure 
out how to get them home without 
being caught, I'm sure you're bright 
enough to figure out how to give 
them back. 
Robin Fisher Cisne 
IC Graduate Class of '77 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
T he next time you find your-self searching for an alter-native to dining hall cui-
sine, or you feel like browsing 
through a wide selection of local 
crafts, head down to Steamboat 
Landing and visit the Ithaca Farm-
ers' MarkeL 
Finding a parking space at the 
market can be an enjoyable part of 
your visit, provided the car win-
dows are rolled down. The melo-
dies of local musicians accent 
pleasing scents that range from 
spiced chicken to cardamom bread, 
depending on your location in the 
parking area. 
The next step is to venture into 
the covered pavilion. The pavilion 
housesadiverseselectionoffruits, 
vegetables, cooked foods, and 
crafts. 
One vendor offers thirteen dif-
ferent varieties of eggrolls, with 
some not-so-traditional ingredi-
ents. Some of the more unusual 
eggrolls contain raspberries and 
cheese. 
Other booths offer unique food 
items. A Japanese booth tempts 
passersby with sushi and a grilled 
marinated chicken dish. 
Fresh produce stands offer veg-
etables, apples of seven varieties, 
grapes and other fruits. Some stands 
display a tantalizing selection of 
baked goods from cookies to fresh 
breads. 
For dniry lovers, the Farmers 
Market offers items that you may 
not find in an average supennarket. 
Dairy stands offer goat and sheep 
milk cheeses, and other dairy de-
lights. Mostofthefooostandsoffer · 
samples of their prooucts in an 
effort to entice prospective buyers. 
Even if you aren't hungry, there 
are arts and crafts to enjoy at the 
market. Local artists display their 
watercolors and acrylics. The T-
shirts and clothing booths 
throughout the pavilion s~ow off 
unusual designs. 
Craft artists display cutting 
Harvest time 
Ithaca Farmers' Market brings together 
unique local crafts and exotic foods 
By James Fenno and Beth Roundy 
Ithacan/Amy Kweskin 
Vendors at the "Cactus Heads" booth made exotic tropical fruit drinks and flour baked tortillas at the 
Farmers' Market last Saturday. 
boards, baskets, and stained glass. 
Thepricesofthescitcmsrangefrom 
moderate to expensive (some cut-
ting boards boast $150 price tags), 
yet most of the crafts exhibit qual-
ity workmanship, making the prices 
well deserved. 
The market also provides live 
entertainment Musicians play gui-
tars, fiddles, and flutes, while a live 
mannequin will remain startlingly 
still until someone drops a coin into 
her hat. She then comes to life, 
reaching down to thank her patron. 
Although the entertainment var-
ies from week to week, something 
always brings out the festive spirit 
at the market 
Dayle Pederson, a vendor from 
the Four Chimneys Winery said 
that some of the vendors have re-
served spots at the market, while 
other spots are open. 
The open spaces fill up on a first-
come, first-serve basis, with a cer-
tain ratio of clothing and crafts to 
cooked foods and produce. This 
ratio maintains I.he market's bal-
ance and diversity. 
Pederson recommended the 
market for its relaxed atmosphere, 
and the fact that everything there is 
either home grown or homemade. 
"The market is nice because ev-
erything is unique ... you can get 
things here you can't get anywhere 
else," Pederson said. She may be 
right. After all, where else can a 
person go to purchase raspberry 
eggrolls with goat cheese ice-cream 
for dessert and then sit down to a 
view of Cayuga Lake? 
Anna Steinkraus, president of 
the market's nine member board of 
directors, praised the market for its 
diversity and location. 
"The market is beautiful, and 
we arc lucky to be located in such a 
historical place," she said. 
Steamboat Landing, where the 
market now stands, was once a place 
where goods were transported and 
rccci ved from the north side of Ca-
yuga Lake. 
Steinkraus became involved with 
the board of directors ten years ago. 
At that time, the market occupied 
space on Taughannock Boulevard. 
"There was talk of moving the 
market to a pcnnanent site, but I 
didn't see things happening," said 
Steinkraus. 
Things eventually happened. 
According to the 1990 Farmers 
Market brochure, the Steamboat 
Landing site, previously used as .a 
dumpsite for construction rubble, 
became the market's home in 1988. 
In the early weeks of the 1988 
season, (which began in July) the 
market's members and friends 
transformed the area into a water-
front park. 
Now, when Ithacans visit the 
newly built vending booths under 
the pavilion, they can relax on the 
benches by the edge of Cayuga 
Lake. 
Steinkraus said New York State 
offered a matching funds grant to 
the market that will match any funds 
the market can raise up to $50,000. 
The grant also provides some com-
pensation for I.he efforts of volun-
teers. 
The Fanncrs' Market opens at 
Steamboat Landing on Thursdays 
from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. until Oct. 4 
and Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
until Dec. 22. On Tuesdays, ven-
dors will set up in DeWitt Park 
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. until late 
October. 
Midnight Oil comes to Cornell Vieira, panel to discruiss 
role of TV journalism 
By Damon Linker 
Midnight Oil is a band with a 
message. Their overtly political 
lyrics and taut, brittle sound issue 
a call to arms against the oppres-
sion of the status quo. This fiery 
protest band will bum through 
town on Sunday, SepL 30, at 7:30 
p.m. in Barton Hall at Cornell. 
Midnight Oil has been touring 
for almost 6 months in support of 
Blue Sky Mining, their angry al-
bum of diatribes against big busi-
ness and environmental destruc-
tion. 
Therecord'sbiggesthit, "Blue 
Sky Mine," combines these two 
themes in order to show the 
interconnectedness of repression. 
The serious tone of the lyrics are 
offset by chiming electric guitars, 
airy vocal hannonies and snappy 
percussion that sounds like punk 
crossed with 60s folk-rock. 
The band's songs and live 
shows are driven by the charisma 
of its lead singer, Peter Garrett 
On record, Garrett's tense and 
strangulated vocals personify the 
anger of the lyrics. But on stage, 
the 6' 5", bald singer augments 
the rage of the songs by jerking in 
angry ~ms.arms flailing wildly 
in the air. 
The Oils have been thrilling 
Midnight OIi wlll perform Sunday at Cornell's Barton Hall. 
audiences in Australia with this ex-
citingly original brand of protest 
popsincetheyformedin 1977. They 
first started to reach a large audi-
ence with their 1983 album 10, 9,8, 
7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, I and 1985's Red 
Sails in the Sunset. But it wasn't 
until 1988 that Diesel and Dust and 
its hit single "Beds are Burning" 
brought Midnight Oil worldwide 
notice and acclaim. 
The band's current tour focuses 
on songs from their last two records. 
And it is on these albums that their 
songwriting and message became 
the most articulated. But also 
expect surprising cover tunes and 
occasional obscure songs from 
more than half a dozen albums 
they have released in the last 
thirteen years. 
If Midnight Oil's recorded 
material is any indication, Sun-
dny night's show promises to be 
an exciting and challenging mu-
sical event from a band that still 
believes that rock and roll can 
change the world. 
Students encouraged to participate 
By James Fenno 
What role should broadcast 
journalism play as one of the larg-
est, most influential factors affect-
ing public policy? Has the news 
industry become an entertainment 
industry? 
Meredith Vieira,co-editorofthe 
CBS News magazine "60 minutes" 
will be in Emerson Suites Wednes-
day at 8 p.m. to discuss the role that 
news ratings have in our naticn 's 
news coverage. 
As a principal correspondent for 
CBS News' "West 57th," Vieira 
reported on a wide range of stories 
including an interview with the 
former Phillipine Defense Minister 
Juan Ponce Enrile and a story on 
the decline of safety conditions in 
the meatpacking industry. 
"There is more sensationalized 
journalism on television today," said 
Jana Pines, SAB's Speakers 
Chairperson. "Ratings have become 
the determining factor in news 
program coment ... this sparks a de-
bate over whether news programs 
are justified in sacrificing hard news 
for the sake of entertainment" 
Paul Heaton, manager of stu-
dent publications at IC will intro-
duce Vieira and open the discus-
sion. 
Students will be able to express 
how they feel about media issues. 
SAB hopes students will have opin-
ions to contribute, especially since 
a substantial part of the communi-
cations curriculum revolves around 
television production. 
"Student input about broadcast 
media may help to determine why 
people, especially college stu-
dents, do not watch the news any-
more," said Pines. 
From 8:45 p.m. until 9:15 p.m., 
the floor will be open to student 
questions. 
The talk will be in a "Face the 
Nation" format including profes-
sors from the Television/Radio de-
partment to specifically concentrate 
on truth in the media, especially 
with the Middle East crisis and other 
current issues. 
According to the SAB agenda, 
the discussion will address how 
journalists are now considered ce-
lebrities, and whether the tendency 
for journalists to interview close 
friends creates a biased perspective 
for an otherwise objective audi-
ence. 
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Homecoming reunites students, alumni 
n~· Be"erly Goodman and 
Rhetta Zink 
Could a little wet weather 
dampen the spint of the Ithaca Col-
icl!c community? 
~ 1l1is might have been cause for 
concern the Saturday of Home-
coming Weekend, had the partici-
pants ;ot been used to less-than-
dcstrahk weather conditions. 
Approximately 250 students, 
facultv and alumni of Ithaca Col-
icl!c r~~ to the occasion, according 
to-Dave Maley, manager of public 
information. The first annual 
Homecoming barbecue proved very 
successful. 
Strains of the Doobie Brothers, 
CCR, Steve Miller, and the like 
could be heard floating throughout 
the Terraces. 
The enticing aroma of barbecued 
chicken, hot dogs, steak, and Italian 
sausage filled the air. There was a 
feeling of school spirit pervading 
L'ie atmosphere, and comraderieran 
high. 
The band, Fire Mountain, pro-
vided good covers of popular songs 
for all those in attendance. 
There were many tents set up 
with tables and chairs for the crowds 
to relax and cat in. The tents were 
labeled by school, enabling the 
people to associate with others with 
similar interests if they chose to. 
This good intention was virtually 
ignored, however, and people sat 
without regard to school. · 
Seated under the banner of the 
School of Business was a group of 
Ithaca alumni, who returned to 
Ithaca for the first time since gradu-
ation to sec "a big win." In this 
group were members of the Ithaca 
College class of '52 and '55. 
The biggest change they noticed 
was the campus, which was for-
merly scattered throughout build-
ings downtown. They described the 
present campus as "beautiful," and 
called it the "fruits of our 
fundraising." 
Fund raising was also on the 
agenda for various campus organi-
7.ations. 
The Cayugan sold photo-graphs 
from previous years to raise money 
for a special colored senior section 
of the yearbook. 
The golf team peddled balloons 
to be released at the first Ithaca 
touchdown. The money raised from 
this is to be used for a trip down 
south. 
The booster club was also 
present, selling seat cushions. 
The highlight of the day, of 
course, was to sec the I.C. Bombers 
return to the home grid for the first 
time this season. Anticipation ran 
high for an exciting match against 
Alfred University. 
The Bombers didn't disappoint 
their loyal fans, providing both an 
af temoon of entertainment and a 
win. 
The main complaint heard from 
current students was about the lack 
of publicity. While flyers an-
acan/Sharon Perks 
Students enjoy Homecoming barbecue prior to the Bombers football game last Saturday. 
nouncing the barbecue were avail-
able in the dining halls, some stu-
dents remained unaware that they 
must sign away a meal from their 
mcalcard in order to attend. 
According to Maley, the primary 
goal of the event was to bring alumni 
. back to campus at a time when 
students were also around, as op-
posed to the annual summer re-
union. 
"It docs take a while for people 
10 get intercsted ... to get something 
rolling," Maley said. Thomas Bohn, 
dean of the school of communica-
tions, also expressed regret that the 
event "got off to slow start," but 
was enthusiastic nonetheless. 
"It's a good way to ... get people 
back, to get people in an area where 
everyone can meet each other ... the 
faculty, staff, administration, re-
turning aJumni ... ," Bohn said. 
Recent Ithaca graduate Jim 
Watkinson wholeheartedly agreed. 
"I didn'trealizehowmuch I missed 
the place 'ti] I got back here and saw 
all my friends." 
Homecoming proved to be ·an 
overall success. Despite rain and 
cloudy skies, spirits ran high as the 
football stadium came alive with 
cheering fans. As the field turned 
from green to Bomber· blue, all 
were united in theircause. The cheer 
"Go Bombers!" filled the air. 
9Goodfellas 9~ one of Scorsese's best THEDOUARSAND SENSE OF JOINING 
AIR FORCE ROTC. Movie Review 
Goodfellas 
By Joel Fenster 
Martin Scorsese's new film, 
Goodfellas, definitely ranks among 
his best. 
In a November 1989 Premiere 
magazine poll, Scorsese's film, 
Raging bull was voted the decade's 
best film. 
This honor rccnforccs the fact 
that Scorsese is one of the best 
modem American directors. The 
man has never made a bad film. 
Goodfellasde.als whh Henry Hill 
(Ray Liotta) and his lifelong ambi-
tion to be a gangster. The first hour 
shows Henry's entrance into the 
mob, and the event that pulls Henry 
and his friends into a downward 
spiraJ of misfonune. 
Your 
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***** (Five stars is best) 
Robert DeNiro plays Jimmy 
Conway, a man who loves lo steal. 
Joe Pesci is Tommy DeVito, a 
psycho who will kill for almost no 
reason. 
- Scorsese and co-writer Nicho-
las Pileggi have crafted a griuy and 
realistic story based on the real life 
of Henry Hill as detailed in Pileggi' s 
book Wiseguy. 
The whole story of the mob and 
how it works is told from the point 
of view of an outsider. Not being 
entirely Italian, Henry can only get 
so far into the business. 
Because of this we get a some-
what unbiased look at several of the 
characters. 
Liotta plays Henry as a man 
who thinks he has control of his life, 
but really docsn 't. This becomes 
especially true when he gets hooked 
on cocaine. 
It is the making of a quick buck 
through drugs, and not his connec-
tions toJimmy'sgreatestheist, that 
lead to his final severing of mob 
ties. 
While Liotta may have the act-
ing potential to carry this film, he 
certainly doesn't need to. He is 
supported by an incredible cast 
DeNiro'sConwayisthemostinter-
esting. He loves to steal and will do 
anything to protect what he takes. 
When his helpers on theLuftanza 
heist start to spend their money 
without thinking, Conway has them 
bumped off. 
Pesci's De Vito is no more than 
Sec "Goodfellas," page 15 
Air Force ROTC makes a lot 
of sense for many reasons. Start 
CAPT PETE SEFCIK 
607-255-4004 
Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
ITHACA COLLEGE THEATER 
Harper Lee's 
To Kill A 
Mockingbird 
dramatized by Christopher Sergei 
October 9 - 13, 1990 
Hoerner Theatre 
Single Tickets on sale October 1st 
Dillingham Center Box Office Houra: 
12 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
1990-91 Season 
To kill A 
Mockingbird 
Oct. 9 - 13 
Dance 
Unlimited 
Feb. 12 - 16 
Anything 
Goes 
Oct. 30-
Nov.3 
Die 
Fledemaus 
April 2 - 6 
The Art 
of Dining 
Dec. 4 - 8 
John Brown's 
Body 
April 23 - 27 
For more information call 
( 607) 27 4-3224 
Dillingham center for the 
performing arts 
Ex erience the ower and enchantment of live theater! 
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Album adds reggae 
styles to Zeppelin tune§ 
By Michael Hutchinson 
"Ladies and genllemen, direct 
from Kingston, or wherever that 
is .... " 
The mighty Led Zeppelin have 
had many imitators through the 
years, from Rush's worshiping 
emulation in the early 1970s to the 
more recent crunch of Whitesnake, 
GreatWhite,andBonham. Now,in 
1990, the most unlikely band to 
cover Zeppelin has released an al-
bum entitled Un-led-Ed an erie 
sextet pumping out Zcp tunes "in a 
reggae style" through an Elvis-im-
personating frontman. 
Recorded live, Un-led-Ed can 
best be described as "interesting." 
Dressed in a motley collection of 
Rasta rags, tie-dye, bright plaids 
and Spandex, the band takes the 
stage and plays a bit before their 
vocalist, Torte Iv is, honors the audi-
ence with his presence. 
Resembling Elvis in his older, 
heavier years, Tortelvis carries a 
surprisingly good, King-like tune; 
when he gets thirsty, a small di-
sheveled man named Charlie Haj 
brings him water and fresh towels. 
The band's level of musicianship, 
which is quite high, often goes un-
noticed on stage, but their talent is 
obvious on the Un-led-Ed record-
ing. 
The album kicks off with Dread 
Zep's reading of "Black Dog," 
which originally appeared on 
Zeppelin's J:?est-selling untilled al-
bum. The rhythm section grooves 
slowly on two and four. i:ortelvis 
growls the trademark Zcp lyrics 
"Hey hey mama said the way you 
move/Gonna make you sweat gonna 
make you groove," and a weird 
reggae blastoff by Carl Jah 's guitar 
follows. The song segues into a hip 
"Custard Pie" rap by the band's 
percussionist, Ed Zeppelin, and its 
coda is a few su-aight-aheacl bars of 
Elvis' "Hound Dog,"complcte with 
barking. After hearing this cut, it 
becomes clear that Dread Zeppelin 
is an acquired taste. 
The album continues into what 
sounds like an exact reggae copy of 
"Heartbrca.ker," until the lyrics arc 
sung: "Since my baby left me/I've 
found a new place to dwell." An-
other homage to Elvis follows. 
To avoid leaving hardcore Zep 
fans behind, the tune then progresses 
into a passable take-off on "Living 
Loving Maid," preserving the Led 
'Zeppelin II order. On the brighter 
side, Sonny Boy Williamson's blues 
"Bring It on Home" appears in 
reggae/rave-up format ( with sweet-
sounding bass separation), as docs 
a six-minute lake of Willie Dixon's 
"I Can't Quit You Baby." 
The band's respect for the 
original Zeppelin is obvious. While 
the album is parlly a parody, it is 
also a tribute. As a Zcp fan and a 
musician who's spent many late 
nights trying to figure out Jimmy 
Page licks, I was impressed by the 
auention Dread Zep paid to detail. 
For example, after the first cho-
rus of"YourTime is Gonna Come," 
DZ's guitarist duplicates Page's 
percussive tapping technique for a 
few bars, playing a phrase that's 
barely audible in the murky record-
ing of Led 'Zeppelin I. 
The band's drummer, Fresh 
Cheese & Cheese, pulls off a re-
spectable take of John Bonham's 
"Moby Dick," soloing furiously a~ 
Tortelvis quotes from Melville's 
Moby Dick (an interesting touch). 
Carl Jah creates a perfect replica of 
Page's early solo "Black Mountain 
Side," accompanying a mystical 
Indian voice that tells a taleofElvis' 
appearance. 
Beyond the technical a~pects, 
this is a very funny album. Ed 
Zeppelin, the funky white Rasta,' 
adds righteous commentary to the 
tunes. 
On "YourTime is Gonna Come," 
he pleads, "Jah, straighten this 
woman out," after the stem warn-
ing, "Don'tmesswithEd." He also 
brings his touch to "Whole Lotta 
Love," singing behind Tortelvis, "I 
want a whole lotta love!" 
At the end of the epic "I Can't 
Quit You Baby ,"Tortelviscollapses 
in a comic fit of tears, moaning, 
"It's hurtin' me way bad, babe." 
Guaranteed to earn laughs is the 
cheesy "Immigrant Song," which 
features Tortelvis howling and de-
livering posing Viking lyrics in a 
dead serious tone. 
Meanwhile the band bounces 
along behind him. The album's 
packaging even displays mock-
Zeppelin symbols that the band 
members have picked, including a 
burger, moldering cheese, and a 
jockstrap. 
The band's producer is identi-
fied as Jah Paul Jo, and thanks are 
given in the album's liners to Roben, 
Jimmy, John Paul, John, Bob, and 
MUSIC REVIEW 
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The album's packaging 
displays mock-Zeppelin 
symbols that the band 
members have picked, 
including a burger, 
moldering cheese, and a 
jockstrapo 
Elvis. 
Overall, Un-led-Ed is an album 
that will definitely keep Dread 
Zeppelin's bar-going fans satis-
fied, and which may expand their 
audience beyond the few that used 
tobe"intheknow." Unfortunately, 
since the band's material is some-
what limited (unless they eventu-
ally join forces with the Grateful 
Dread), this may be their first and 
last album. 
The Senior Class 
thanks the Sponsors 
of the 1990-91 ·senior Card' 
. ~ . 
Shalimar Bazaar J. Gould Quiktex 
Center Ithaca College Outfitters ] Hour Photo 
The Commons The Commons 111 N. Aurora St. 104 E. State St. 
Casual Corner Hal's Deli BodyGear 
Pyramid Mall 115 N. Aurora St. l 07 S. Cayuga St. 
City Health Club Lathers ~osebud Restauranil' 
The Commons 111 E. State St. 402 W. Green St. l 05 S. Cayuga St. 
Footlocker Stash & Stella's Domino's Pizza 
Pyramid Mall Pyramid Mall 329 E. State St. 
Burger King Walter Dyer is leathew Rogan·s Corner 
340 Elmira Rd. 208A E. State St. 825 Rt/96B 
Remember, Seniors: Senior Cards are still available in the 
Student Activities Center, 3rd floor of the Campus Center. 
Coming Soon: Senior Job Search Manuals, Compliments of 
the Senior Class 
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Dano' s gives European flavor to dining 
Dano's 
By Beth Roundy and Cristine 
Niessner 
Do you want to experience fine 
European cooking, but don't have 
the t1meor finances to u-avcl abroad? 
Try Dano's (Dan-yos) on Ca-
yuga, a new bistro located at 113 
South Cayuga Street, which offers 
a blend of cuisine from Northern 
Italy, France, Hungary and Vienna. 
ThemenuatDano'svariesdaily, 
adding more diversity to the alrca~y 
unique atmosphere. Dano Hutnik, 
proprietor and chef, said he changes 
the menu so he can present how 
different countries prepare certain 
foods. 
Although he alwaysoffcrspasta, 
chicken, fish and meat, they are 
fixed in different ways. This 
variation gives him flexibility, be-
cause he docsn' t have to prepare the 
same dishes all the time, Hutnik 
said. 
Hutnikand his artist wife, Karen 
G1lrnan,run the restaurant together. 
The enterprise is a team effort, with 
Hutnik behind the scenes in the 
kitchen and Gilman out from, in-
teracting with customers. 
Thisdocsn'tmean, however, that 
patrons do not have a chance to 
express their opinions and com-
menlS to Hutnik. He makes a habit 
of wandering about the dining room, 
talking to the customers, and getting 
their input. 
Gilman created the paintings 
which decorate the walls, adding to 
the overall ambience of the bistro. 
The subtle pastel coloring, soft 
lighting and foreign background 
***** (Five stars Is best) 
music establish the relaxed, com-
fortable atmosphere reminiscent of 
a European restaurant. This is the 
mood Hutnik, a Ukranian who grew 
up in Austria, is striving for. 
"I don't want to draw a drinking 
crowd. I don't care about age. I 
want people to sit and feel com-
fortable," Hutnik said. 
Dano's is Hutnik's first venture 
owning a restaurant Hutnik began 
his career as a chef after being a 
dancer for the Vienna Ballet Com-
pany. 
"When I had enough of dancing, 
I always liked to eat and cook, so I 
went to cooking school," he said. 
He began his schooling in Paris, 
and finished at the Culinary Acad-
emy in San Francisco. 
After finishing school, he 
worked in restaurants in California, 
then went to New York City to 
work. One day, he opened the New 
York Times and saw an advertise-
ment offering the restaurant in 
Ithaca. He and Gilman visited Ithaca 
and loved it. 
"I felt it had a lot of potential," 
Hutnik said. He thought it was time 
to open his own restaurant because, 
"If you stay too long [working in 
restaurants] you don't learn any-
thing." 
Working in restaurants taught 
Hutnik a lot, however, judging by 
the quality of the food he serves. 
Hutnik uses only fresh ingredi-
ents in his cooking, for instance, 
fresh raspberries rather than rasp-
berry preserves in a raspberry sauce. 
This freshness was apparent in his 
dishes, making the meals we en-
joyed a treat. 
To begin our meal, our server 
offered us a choice of beverages. 
We selected a bottle of sparkling 
apple cider, which was a pleasant 
accompaniment to the meal. 
A basket of bread with real but-
ter was served as we waited for our 
appetizers to arrive. The bread was 
fresh and crusty, in the European 
fashion. 
We chose mixed greens with 
the house vinaigrette, and sauteed 
Chanterelles (wild mushrooms) in 
puff pastry as appetizers. The pastry 
was light and flaky, and the chan-
terelles were delicately spiced with 
a variety of herbs. 
The choice of entrees was diffi-
cult because of the intriguing de-
scriptions of the dishes. We selected 
the Chicken Basquaise with rice 
and Shrimp & Scallop Lanage. 
The Chicken Basquaise con-
sisted of half a chicken smothered 
in a sauce of tomatoes and peppers. 
JOBS JOBS 
The flavor of the vegetables com-
bined in a pleasant blend, with 
neither distracting from the other. 
The dish was mildly spicy and the 
chicken tender and juicy. The rice 
was a perfect complement to the 
entree. 
The Lanage poached the sea-
food in a white wine sauce flavored 
with leeks. The dish included pota-
toes, carrots and celery, adding 
flavor and substance to the meal. 
The shrimp and scallops absorbed 
the tang of the wine and leeks and, 
unlike in many restaurants, were 
cooked to perfection. 
As a finale to the meal, we chose 
Earl Grey tea and Pear Tatin. The 
dessert was a thin pastry filled with 
caramelized pears. It was topped 
off with fresh whipped cream, and 
was subtly sweet 
The appetizers ranged in price 
from $2.50-$6.75. Entrecs were 
$9.50-$16.50. These prices were 
quite reasonable given the huge 
portion size. 
' JOBS JOBS 
The service at Dano' s was as 
satisfying as the food. Our waitress 
was attentive, yet not pushy. She 
answered questions about the menu 
willingly and was well infonned. 
We were given ample Lime to sit 
and enjoy each course without feel-
ing pressured. 
This is the attitude Hutnik wishes 
to convey. "I don't want to take 
reservations because then you have 
to pressure customers to leave," 
Hutnik said. 
For a relaxed atmosphere and 
great food with a European flair, try 
Dano's on Cayuga. 
Dano' s on Cayuga is open for 
dinner Tuesday- Sunday from5 :30 
p.m.-JOp.m .. FridayandSaturday 
until 11 p.m. For more information 
ca/1277-8942. Visa(llldMastercard 
accepted. 
JOBS JOBS 
• Highly paid part-time student sales and marketing representatives 
needed immediately by president of large company to market an 
award-winning educational commodity near Ithaca College!! 
• Successful! sales and marketing representatives will receive 
$15,000 Academic Scholarships to the college or university of their 
choice and much more in addition to their weekly paychecks!! 
• Interviews will be held on Friday, Sept. 28, from 9 am~5pm at Days 
Inn, 440 West 57th St. in New York, NY in the Medallion Room on the 
second floor. Don't miss this golden opportunity to earn good money 
and get your share of academic scholarships!! 
Open Daily 
7AM-12PM 
Attended Hours 
10AM-6PM 
Mon - Fri This Sunday 
. September 30: 
273-9810 
ROGAN'S LAUNDROMAT. 
825 Danby Road 
Rt. 96 Ithaca, NY 
Once you try us, you'll never go to another 
laundromat. We are a full service laundry 
facility with all of your laundry needs. 
Drop-off laundry: 
~ 7.~0 n:ii~ charge of 10 lbs/ $.50 per lb. Over 10 lbs. all 
1ronmg 1s mcluded ( dress pants/shirts etc.) We offer the 
best service for no added charge. 
Dry & Fold Service: 
Do your own laundry & we'll dry and fold it for you. 
$3.00 per washer load. A real time saver! 
Expe~ Sewing & Alterations .... Dying .... Suede & Leather 
Clean_mg .... De-Pilling.... Lint-Liftingng ... .Ironing .... Water-
proofing .... Dry cleaing .... Stain Removal 
r----------7 l $2.00 OFF 1 
I ANY DROP-OFF : 
I LAUNDRY ORDER! 
: OVER 10 LBS. I 
E . . I I xprrat10n date:Oct..26, 1990 I L __________ _J 
r----------7 
1 $2.00 OFF 1 
: ANY SUEDE/ : 
I LEATHER I 
: GARMENT FOR : 
1 CLEANING 1 
LExpiration date: Oct.26 1990 1 __________ __. 
tncrcd,blc [d,bk', 
• 
Porcnl Pot•blcs 
112 N. A.uro•• 51. 
Mark and Jeff 
9:30pm - 12:30am 
Sunday: Plums· Mug Night 
Bring In Yourl4oz Plums' Mug and enjoy discounted 
Coors and Coors Light Drafts 
• Mugs may be purchased for S l at any time 
Monday: Ladie's Night and Football Special 
Ladies pay $5.00 at door and drink for free · 
l 0:00 pm 'til close 
Limited to bar pour, house wine, draft and 
bottled beer 
Big Screen Television 
Bucket of Rocks -- Bottles of Rolling Rocks served 
iced down in your own personal bucket 
Hot Dogs 25 cents . 
Wings 15 cents each 
Tuesday: Bud Night 
Bud 
Bud Light 
Bud Dry 
At discount prices 
Wednesday : Shot Night 
Absolut, Southern Comfort, Jack Daniels 
Served to Your Liking at discount prices 
Thursday: Import 9',(jgfz.t 
Canada's Best 
Molson Golden, Light or Dry 
Your choice at discount prices 
Proper I.D. Required 
Please Don't Drink and Drive 
··········-··············-~·-········-· ... --······. 
----------- .. -~-
- - - - -
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TRAVELING? 
Book early and save!!~ 
=-> • -- -
~,roJ 
- :t: , . 
Ithaca Travel Outlet 
Foll 8/eak. Tl'lonksglvrlg. and W1nte1 8/ealc ore al approaching 
qulcl(ly. Don't got stuck paying high a!rfores. Ca!I ITO to roservo 
early for the lowest Ol/lare1 avallablo. lhero Is no chat go to you ro, 
0\1 wrvfcoa, au m®r credit cards ore accoptod. froo dol!vory 
anywhoro In Ithaca. discount faros lo Europe. Give us a callll 
272-6962 
120 NOffh AUrora SI./Downtown Ithaca 
1 floor above the Ashormcn restaurant 
Summer Never Ends at,cll 
6 Sessions $36 
® New Hours ~ Mon·Fri 8am-9pm rr~ Sat 8am-5pm \ 
Sun 9am-3pm .., 
CITY CLUB 
FREE Trial Workout! 
• Nautilus • Free Weights • Lifecycles • Treadmill • Ro"':crs • Sauna 
• Turbos •- Private Showers • Jacuzzi • Sunbed • Stairmastcr 
We Stress Student Reliet 
Ask about our student rates 
We Accept VISA, Mastercard and American Express. 
Work Out With the Best! Exercise at City Health Club! 
402 W. Green St• 273·8300 
Goodfellas 
Continued from page 12 
a short-fused killing machine. He is not re-
morseful about anything. He even kills a 
young waiter for not bringing him a drink. 
Sorvino plays Cicero, the mob boss, as a 
mouth of wisdom. He tries to tell Henry not 
to become involved in drugs, they're bad for 
both the business and his health. 
Lorraine Bracco plays Karen, Henry's 
girlfriend. Karen is excited by Henry's cho-
sen profession, and her feelings towards him 
can easily be tenncd obsessive. 
All of the technical credits are top notch, 
in particular Michael Ballhaus' cinematog-
raphy and Thelma Schoonmaker's editing. 
Both add to the tone of the film by keeping 
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things frantic and fast paced from start to 
finish. 
There is no original musical score, but 
Scorsese has picked an incredible selection 
of songs to complement the on-screen action. 
It is the Sid Vicious version of My Way 
that closes the film after two and a half hours 
of Henry losing ~ntrol of his life. 
Scorsese has had a string of great films, 
including Mean Streets , Taxi Driver, The 
King Of Comedy, After Hours, Raging Bull, 
The last Temptation Of Christ, and The 
Color of Money. He has also given us the best 
segment of New York Stories. 
What arc the chances of Good/el/as being 
one of the best of the '90' s? Pretty good at the 
moment. So far it's definitely one of the best 
of the year. 
Computer Lab Hours 
Muller Center 
ACS Offices Room 102 
8:30 a.m. - p.m. Monday- Friday 
Vax Complex 
Room 101 
Open daily 8 a.m. • midnight 
longer if occupied 
Friends Hall 
Friends Microcomputer Comples Room 11 O 
Open daily Monday -Thursday 8:30 a.m. - midnight 
Friday 8:30 a.m. • 5 p.m., Saturday 11 a.m. - 6 p.m., Sunday 
11 a.m. • midnight 
Smiddy Business School 
Lab Room 114 
Open Monday -Thursday 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday, 
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
William Hall 
Room 113 
Open during building hours 
These are selected labs, for a complete list of labs, hours and campus 
locations contact Academic Computer Services 27 4-3030 
Midnight Oil 
With special guest: The Origin 
Sunday, Sept. 30, 1990 7:30 p.m. 
Barton Hall~ Cornell University 
General admission tickets on sale now: $12 CU Student 
$16 General Public 
At Willard Straight Hall Ticket Office, Rebop Records, 
Ticketron/T .::letron {1-800-382-8080} 
~ Funded in part by Student Assembly 
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0Like no way, you must be from California!' 
An IC freshman compares the differences in East-West coastal cultures 
By Cindy Rouch 
Last year, I decided lo leave my 
hometown of Visalia (near Fresno) 
and the rest of balmy southemC~li-
fornia in search ofhighercducauon 
here al Ithaca College. I knew lots 
of changes awaited m~. but I wasn't 
expecting there to be a l~guage 
barrier as big as the Conunental 
Divide. Well, I guess you really 
couldn't call it a language barrier -
-more like a difference in terminol-
ogy. 
you don't play waterpolo or at least 
swim in.the grizzly bear state, then 
consider yourself, well -- a loser. 
You can redeem yourself by pur-
chasing a personalized. water slide 
mat which a lot_ofmy friends own. 
You from Jersey?. · 
Though on directly opposite 
sides of the compass, b6th ·coasts 
practice the sincerest fomi of flat--
. tcry:- imitations. I always attempt 
the typicafoortheastcm dialects like 
sneakers arc very popular back 
home, the Vans brand, popularized 
by Jeff Spicoli 's righteous checked 
shoes in the "Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High," reigns supreme. 
Where do we Californians buy 
trendy fashion accessories? Why at 
a store called the Wet Seal, of course. _ 
I guess it could be compared to an 
Abraham and Strauss (A&S store) 
except that most Wet Seal stores 
have more MTV video screens than 
surveillance cameras. 
· "New ·Yawk," "New Joisey," or 
Es.sential Californian ctilture - "Lawnguylaiid," 1rying·to an~go-
Slang synonyms for better or California kitsch is everywhere. nize an Easterner. I get thrown back 
worse I got my Valley Girl handbook in in myfac~. "Like California? Like 
Forexampleduringthefirstweek sixth grade when most kids on the· no way_du~e!,'' ... 
of classes. I walked by someone EastCoastwerepickirigriptheBoy _____ Ther_iJ~llthemd!atn_o~methere 
·who muttered, "She'ssuchaJAP." or Girl Scout handbook. I learned . listenswSillyJcietandhi,cankeep 
Now being half Oriental, I was of- how to-dress, whattoeat, but didn't his songs iit the attic. We listen to 
fended and wanted to smack the earn any merit badges. AC/DC, The Smithereens, and The 
person. But my roomare told me · Unlike the ghost town drive-ins Cult which· are -influenced by the 
that here on the East Coast, ~e slur here, California packs these park- L.A. metal scene of Guns ~n Roses, 
means Jewish American Pnncess, ing havens with first run movie Faster Pussycat; and their ilk. 
which didn't make me feel any bet- titles. I usually make the jaunt to . . 
ter. these cinemas of the '50s in my MilStering the lingo 
· From here the slang goes from frie-nd's early model, convenible Now I'm sure there are some 
offensive to disgusting: What would Mercedes. East Coasters who have used West 
becalleda"wedgey"herewouldbe Body building, health edibles Coast lingo and vice-versa. And 
called a "murph" back home. My andshort-livedfadfoods--withthe we haven't even touched on re-
"loogey" means the same thing as a noiable exception of the ever- gional slang variations on each 
"hocker" or a "goober". Then popular Slim Fast meal substitute _ coast. Like how my Long Island 
there's the undigestive act of _ dominate the pop Californian roomie always says "That is so 
"euking" or "yakking," known on culture fare. Tanning beds, while mint" 
the WestCoastas"hurling,""hack- seemingly redundant on the West OrSaturdayNightLive'sWayne 
ing," or "heaving." Whoaa! Let's Coast, nevertheless pop up in some Campbell of "Wayne's World," 
. move on lO more palatable com- places, but generally are shunned. who sarcastically uses the-~pular 
pansons. East Coast one-word punch,"NOT" 
What to wear and where to 
shop 
The heart is said to rule the pas-
sions, but feet usually rule fashion. 
Although Keds, Bass, and Sperrys 
Watersports after a sentence: "Well Garth, I 
Most of the people I know have liked the Bambi move. NOT!" And 
never played lacrosse or field howinpartsofSouthemCalifomia 
hockey. They're too busy skim- they say "hell of", before every ad-
ming waves with their surfboards jective. For example: "That dance 
andMoreyboogeyboards.Infactif 
was hell of AWESOME!" Get the· 
idea? 
So ifl haven't covered your sect, 
don't be offended man. As for me, 
I'm really stoked about I.C. 
("sLoked" is my version of 
"psyched"), but I'll probably yearn 
for CalifQm-1-A once. thaL peculiar 
white stuff starts lO fall from the 
_sky._.Whatdoyouguyscall it again? 
. . 
:.,-xi·'_.-,·_:·,c .. ,·,,·, ., 't'· ,· :.·" , ' 
vv_e~.wan .. you. 
J i' • \ t r ( ,' • : • ' ' ' ' ' ' • ; ' - I ' ,' 
'J' .. , -. . : ~ r' , • , 
'. ' Tiz~:j('ft(lcllfl Wiiilis 
yollto join ~ur_ sc1Ies 
: --- ---_ ·-- · :. · ·:staff~, -· · · ----- ·_ --
,-.Leam: ·desk-top-p~blisnrng-I: 
No computer experience is 
necessary. 
·Not only-will you get to meet 
· interesting people, but you 
will also be earning money 
while you have fun. 
·stop by the Ithacan office: 
- Room 266 
' :l ' 
Park School of Communications 
or call 274-3207. 
- . 
MOVIES PRESENTS 
* i:l * * * ~ ~ 
FRI. & SAT. 
SEPT. 28 & 29 
TEXTOR 102 
7 & 9:30 p.m. 
Admission $2.00 
By d~ he is 
Woody Allen. 
But When Night Falls 
Humphrey Bogart 
Strikes Again. 
Paramount Pictures presents 
··1J)ILA\"' IIT 
A\t(;A\I~.~ 
SA\~t~·~ 
~ Techn1color IS A Paramount Picture 
SUNDAY SEPT. 30 
7 & 9:30 p.m. 
Admission $1.00 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
wa~~oo~ 
Ms. Vieira, Co-host for :·so MINUTES, " will take part 
m a round-table discussion 
with Ithaca College professors 
~overing the controversial 
issue of TRUTH in the media. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
ADM.: 
tickets on sale in campus center now !!!!! 
Oct. 3rd 
Wednesday 
8:00 p.m. 
EMERSON 
SUITES 
$2.00 
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PERSONALS 
Happy B-day Tim, Enjoy the 
PB&J! We Jove you, you sexy 
stud! 
-Coffcemates-
And,Di&Ei-
You guys arc the greatest! Party 
this weekend? Yes, Let's!!! 
Love & Bruises 
Em 
"Vernon" a/k/a G.M.O.C. (Gay 
Man On Carnpus)-
Careful of "Stains on the Sofa!" 
YouandJason areacutepair ... need 
my book? 
love, 
Craig 
Dnllie, Yuekec, Berry & Kreps -
HEY! WhatsUp? Seeeee ya! 
Love, Me 
Nancy, Jenn & Robin -
27-4-8 is awesome! What a year 
this will be (if a certain person will 
get well soon!) Watch out for Jeefs! 
l,U,I love you guys! No C.H.! 
Moe 
SLICK-
I 3 DAYS! you still owe me dinner, 
buL .. what are ya gonna do? 
K.P. 
Schmeff, DPhiZ. Vern, Bobo -
Thank you all for making my 21st 
Birthday wonderful. I love you! 
Leslie 
Dave-
Yo! Want some Chickensoup? 
You'll be 100% soon. Miss ya al-
ready! 
Luv - Schmeff 
HANK. HOUSE. HARVE. J.P .. 
the Y AH HEY crew and all youse 
guys: 
Thank you for the b-day 
it was the best one yet 
The only day better was the 
one in which we met! 
Love, 
Jules 
P.S. Long live Neon bikinis and 
bunny ears! 
Cin -
Happy 1 month + I day! October 
13?? Perkins ......... Champion. 
Bri 
Traub-
The hype for the game now over, 
The mocking will stop, I promise. 
The Jets got killed 30-7, no wonder, 
They forgot about #34 T. Thomas. 
Your favorite Bills Fan 
To the PARANORMAL INVES-
TIGATORS: 
Time for a howl check -
AARROOO! ! ! Be seeing you. 
Anton 
Betina-
Remember, leave your hat on in 
Vermont! Have fun this weekend! 
The Crabber -
Love 
Betty 
The Boogeyman strikes at night 
nus 1s w AR!!!, 
P~ 
It's been so long I almost forgot 
how good it was. Thanks for re-
minding me! 
EZ 
J'Mama-
Family dinners rule! Greatest 
ApL .. No baking accidents! 
I love you guys, 
Mer 
Siste.rs of Delta Phi Zeta -
BestRushEver! JLoveJew. (+SSF) 
Meryl 
.'.' ... : '.,..,,. ' .. ' THEITHACAN17 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
SLAMPIGS-
I need to kiss him! Oh, he's only a 
(cough) friend. 
Mer 
All Pines Mourners -
Gone but definately not forgotten. 
Best place ever! 
CLASSIFIEDS 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE -
10 sublet/lease bedroom in a 3 
bedroom house. Good location, 
within walking distance to Com-
mons and Ithaca Falls, Available 
Immediately. Call 256 - 0050 and 
leave message. 
WORKINYOURSPARETIME 
Hundreds of opportunities to make 
extra$$$. send SASE for more info. 
to: New Hall P.O.Box 105. 
WANTED: 
Experienced swimming instructor 
to give lessons during campus 
public pool hours in the afternoon 
and/or evenings. Pay negotiable. 
Contact: Matt 256 - 9232. 
FREE CHICKEN WINGS -
atMexicaliRose. LatenightHappy 
Hour Mon. - Thurs. IO pm to Mid; 
Fri. & Sat 11 pm to Mid. Purchase 
any of our 10 Flavored Daquiris or 
Margaritas and receive a free order 
of wings!!! 
ROOM FOR RENT 
1 Bedroom available for spring se-
mester. All the amenities including 
cable, electricity. Price for room is 
very negotiable. Contact Peter at 
256-3498 
CLASSIFIEDS 
DJ. • HOWIE MAUI * D.J. 
Clubs, organizations, frats, 
anyone ... oldies, dance, singalongs 
and more ... Having a party give me 
a call. 256 - 4528 
WANT OUT OF YOUR 
CURRENT HOUSING? 
AV AILABLEIMMEDIATEL Y: 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT 
Location: 1051 Danby Road, Ithaca, 
N.Y. 10 minute walk 10 l.C., Fe-
male preferred. Call 273 - 9300 
ADDRESSERS WANTED: 
immediately! No experience nec-
essary .excellent pay! Workathome. 
Call toll free: 1-800-395-3283. 
WORRIED ABOUT THE 
LSAT? 
DON'T PANIC! Cornell Law Re-
view Editors Available for private 
tutoring. Call David at 257 - 1670. 
WE NEED 
SELF - MOTIVATED 
STlJDENTS 
Earn up to$10/hr. 
Market credit cards on campus. 
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions 
available. Call Now. 
1-800-950-8472 
Ext. 20 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Beautiful,spacious bedroom f orrent 
on N. Cayuga St, Near the Com-
mons. Call 273 - 9014 for details. 
DO YOU KNOW THE COLOR 
of your carpet? 
* Rent a Hoover Vacuum for 
$28.00 / semester, Fast, Free 
Delivery! 
CleanSweep 
253 -0323 
SPRINGBREAK/CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLERS 
BREAK TOURS · Excellent income to assemble 
Individuals or students organiza- products from your home. 504 -
tionneededtopromoteourSki/Sun 646-1700 DEPT. P8588 
Tours. EARN MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS to Cancun, Daytona, Ver- BEAUTIFUL SPRING 
mont, Montreal. Call HI-LIFE 1- Sublet Available Jan. 1 - Aug 1.; 
800-263-5604. laundry facilities, storage, 2 bath-
COLLEGE CIRCLE rooms + 2 kitchens, microwave; 
APARTMENTS great houscmatcs - Downtown -
Excellence in Student Living close to Commons + bus routes -
Next to l.C. _ Up the road on 968 $250/mo + electric cooking gas -442 North Geneva - 256 - 5085 -gorgeous, new, huge spaces, extra Jennifer. bathrooms, distinctive furniture, __________ _ 
beautiful finishes, free shuttle 10 
campus, basketball hoops. 
3, 4, 5 BEDROOMS starting at: 
$250.00 per person/ per month. 
277 - 1221 or 
277 -1234 
PLEASURE - ORIENTED? 
a hedonist at heart? Forundrcamed-
of-satisfaction, call Thi en-Phu for 
free lunch+ dinner delivery. 272 -
3357. 
Best Fundraisers on Campus! 
Is your fraternity, sorority or club 
interested in earning $500.00 10 
$1,000.00 for a one week, on cam-
pus marketing project? You must 
be well-organized and hard work-
ing. Call Elizabeth U. at (800) 592 
-2121. 
FAST 
FUND RAISING 
PROGRAM 
$1000 in just one week 
Earn up to S 1000 for your campus 
organ izalion. plus a chance at $50_00 
more! This program works! No in-
vcsuncnt m:cded. Call 1-800-932-
0528 Ext. 50. 
ENERGETIC PERSON -
To be a representative for 
Coppertone Springbrcak trips to 
Cancun, Daytona, Nassau a~d J a-
maica. Best program available 
ANYWHERE .. Great incentives 
and free trips possible. Call for more 
infonnation ... l-800-222-4432 and 
ask for Brenda or Bruce. 
ITHACAN <CLASSIFIEDS 
I.SEND TO: 
The Ithacan 
Park Communications 
953 Danby Road 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
2.DROPOFF: 
At the Ithacan Office 
Park Communications 
Room266 
IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS 
The Ithacan 
Park Communications 
(Care of Intercampus Mail) 
DEADLINE: 
Monday before 5:00 pm to insure 
publication on the following 
Thursday. 
PERSONAL: 
BUSINESS: $1.00 for the first 15 words, 
$4.00 for the first .1~ words, S.10 for each additional word. $.15 for each add1uonal word. 
NAME: ____________ _ 
ADDRESS:---------------
PHONE NUMBER: ____________ _ 
DATES TO RUN: ____________ _ 
MESSAGE: 
THE FAR SIDE 
By GARY LARSON 
~ II============~=~_;:::::::::.---
____ \ 
<l-2.7 
Games you can play with your cat. 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS I -=======--r 
& • • ' • o ' I 
' .. -. 
CAT5 A~l7 PA~CAKE.5 
sr1cK ro r11e 
C51l.lN'=t, r---="'""'<' 
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Continued from back page 
Chris Colloca was often block~d 
toward the sidelines. creating ~ig 
holes up the middle for Acquano. 
Butterfield agreed that the Saxon 
backfield " ... gained an awful lot of 
yardage up the middle, mostly on 
draw plays." 
When the Bombers defense 
keyed in on Acquario, the ball would 
go to Jordan, who was able to ';)Ul-
run lateral pursuit by Ithaca's line-
backers. 
While the Bombers offensive 
problc!Jls were mainly due,10 pen-
alties and turnovers, Alfred s prob-
lem was quarterback Lance Locey 
(52 yards passing). 
Locey came into the game 
throwing at a 50% clip and 289 
passing yards providin? a good 
complement to the runrung game. 
Const.ant pressure by the Bomber 
front line forced passes aimed at 
everything except Alfred receivers. 
Although Locey did not throw a 
first half interception, Alfred aban-
doned the passing game after the 
second drive. The Saxons managed 
only seven first half points despite athletic ability by outleaping the 
109 yards rushing. defender and coming down wit the 
Ithaca's first drive of the game grab. 
was shon, and anything but sweet. It wasStejbach 's firsttouchdown 
Most of the Bombers drives were passofhiscarecrandittemporarily 
shortasnonclastedmorethan three gave the Bombers the lead. 
and a half minutes. Sullivan's extra point attempt 
In the first half, fumbles by missed to the left and the score 
Hammel (4 receptions for 33 yards) remained 13-7. 
and Stejbach stopped the Bombers Ithaca got the ball back but was 
momentum as did untimely penal- shut down by a Saxon defense that 
ties. appeared to be gaining momentum. 
Alfred twice attempted fourth Alfred looked good, as Locey 
down conversions, failing both started to hit his receivers on side-
tirnes. line routes as I C's linebaclcers were 
The time of possession was the concentrating on the inside running 
key story of the first half as Alfred game. 
held the ball twice as long as Ithaca. After a few sizable runs, Locey 
Wittman carried the ball only five took the snap at the four-yard line 
times. and outran lateral pursuit to score. 
Asthesecondhalfgotunderway The Saxons took the lead 14-13 as 
with a 7-7 tie, both teams focused it appeared Alfred was turning the 
primarily on the running game. tide going into the fourth quarter. 
Ithaca'sfirstdriveincludedsolid The Bomber offensive line did a 
gains by Wittman and Stejbach. solidjoballdayprotectingStejbach 
The time-consuming drive went but the defensive lineman continu-
to the 15-yard line where Stejbach ally put their hands up to bat down 
tossed a ball up in the comer of the five passes,four by John Schneider. 
end zone with four men in his face. · Butterfield said," ... batted down 
Wide receiver Nick Ismailoff (3 passes we~eaproblem ... " because 
receptions for47 yards showed his it often stymied the otherwise cf-
-
fective passing game. 
Alfred got the ball back soon 
after their third quarter scoring drive 
trying to blow the game open. 
An extremely risky call on third 
down and twelve in which Jordan 
took the handoff and tossed a side-
line pass into double coverage that 
safety Joe Williams intercepted (2 
interceptions). 
After the Williams' interception, 
Wilkowski was inserted into the 
quarterback slot. 
Asked whether it was a tough 
decision to put Wilkowski in 
Butterfield said, "We talked about 
bringing him in later but looking at 
the clock we felt it was the oppor-
tune time. We did not under any 
circumstances want him to run the 
ball." 
This proved to be the turning 
point of the game as running back 
Dave Sidle took the handoff five 
plays later and ran 44 yards down 
the sideline for the score. 
Sidle said it was "the highlight 
ofrny career so far, but it hopefully 
won't be the last one" 
Sullivan nailed the extra point and 
You Know SAFE SEX She Wants One 
* Are you· sexually active? I 
I 
~fJJ9M~!L Are you protected against unplanned t I 
~11-~~aaota5 pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? 
' 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals • Did you know that birth control and STD screening • 
108 Dryden Rd • Collegctown are available at the J.C. Hearlth Center and that these 
. 
273 -4857 • 
servir.es are totally confidential?? 
Please Call For More Information On 
We Deliver Safe Sex 274-31n 
t 
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Ithaca took a 20-14 lcad. 
With Wilkowski in the game, 
the Bombers pulled away even fur-
ther as Wittman capped off another 
successful drive with a 2-yard 
scoring run despite a touchdown-
saving tackle on the previous play 
by Alfred linebacker John Hoosoch. 
The Bombers next challenge will 
be in the form of Division II 
Springfield. 
Springfield, currently 2-1, has 
clefeated Slippery Rock and Albany 
and lost to American International. 
Last season, Bombers defeated 
the Chiefs, 16-3 on a Tom Pasquale 
to Scott Van Dyke touchdown and 
threeSullivan field goals. 
The Bombers own a 14-2 ad-
vantage in the series with Spring-
field, including wins in the last 11 
games. 
The Springfield o7tlion offense, 
led by senior quarterback Bill 
Burkhead, is averaging 362. 7 yards 
per game rushing, with 5.7 yards 
per carry. 
The Chiefs' defense, led by ~c -
nior linebacker Kevin Handzel, 1s 
allowing an average of 183.7 yards 
rushing and 132 yards passing. 
OPEN 
'til 3:00 A.M. 
FRI. & SAT. 
Serving 
• Breakfast 
• Hot& Cold 
Sandwiches 
• Hot& Cold 
Subs 
• Solods 
The ROSEBUD 
Restaura11t 
The Commons 272-5708 
---------· COLLEGE LIFE CALLS 
FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA. 
I
DINNER FOR FOUR I 
. I 
Large Cheese Pizza 1 I And Four Cokes ONLY I 
Ill. 
111S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA'~ 
Hours: 
Cali us! 
273-0111 
4:30 p.m. - 1 :30 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
4:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 
Lunch Hours: 
Fri., Sat. & Sun. 11 am - 4:30 pm 
Dominos 
Pizza Now Has 
Diet Coke 
& Classic 
Coke in12oz.cans. 
0 n I y 45¢ plus deposit. 
Enpy 
r~iet 
u)l((J 
I Expires llll $8.50 I 
I 1013190 B I 
II Valid at participating !ores only. Not Valid with any other offer. 
1
1 Pricu m,y vary. Customer pays sales tu 11h1r1 applicabl._ 
I Delivery llrQS limited lo insure sate driving, Our driv,rs carry I less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penaliziil for late dellverits. 
·-------------.. 
--------11111· I 
2 FREE Cokes I 
with any size pizza I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I Expires I I 1013190 : . ® I 
I Valid at participating stores only. Not V11lid wilh any other otter. I Pri~n may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. 
I 0ehvery araas llm~ed to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry I less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries. 
·------------· 
.----------, 
,,. . $1.00 Off I 
I Any 12" Pizza w_ith one : 
1 or more toppings 1 
I I 
I Expires Ml I 10/3/90 -- . I · · $ I 
I Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any othtr otter. I Prices may vary. Customer pays 51111 tll where appllcabll. I Delivery areaa llmll1d to ,nsure sat, driving. Our drlv9re carry I 
lass than $20.00, Ourdriwrure not penal Incl tor late d•llvtrin.. 
·------------· 
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Men's soccer captures fifth straight 
Byrne's squad beats 
Alfred, 3-0, for win at 
Homecoming 
Hy Willie Rubenstein 
Thelthaca College men's soccer squad is 
on a roll. The team won its fifth consecutive 
game with a 3-0 decision over Alfred al 
Homecoming la,;;L Saturday. 
Head coach Andy Byrne's group, ranked 
eighth in the most recent Intercollegiate 
Soccer Association of America Division Ill 
poll, used three different Bomber scorers to 
win their ICAC (Independent College Ath-
letic Conference) opener. 
Junior goaltender Zac Shaw made three 
saves to notch his third straight shutout vic-
tory. 
"Zac wasn't really test.ed much," Byrne 
said. 
The Bomber defense has allowed only 
four goals in six games. 
If Shaw posts another shutout this season, 
he'll break the Ithaca College career record 
of 17, held by John Pointek (1985-87). 
"The game was 50-50 [even] in the first 
ten minutes. Then we pretty much controlled 
the game," Byrne said. 
Freshman forward Jason Dove notched 
the first the goal off a Pete Nagusky pass, and 
it took only 2: 18 more for the Bombers to 
score again. 
That's when senior midfielder Nick 
Bramley lofted an indirect free kick that 
senior defender Todd Criuenden headed into 
the net. 
Junior forward Andy Poklad finished the 
scoring with only five minutes left in the 
game. He took a feed from senior defender 
James Bredin and slammed a 15-yard shot 
into the goal. 
Saxon goalie Tim Palmer was peppered 
with 14 Bomber shots on goal, while the 
visitors must.erect only six. 
Byrne said, "We [our defense] pressured 
the ball better than before. The team as a 
whole is playing pretty well." . 
Byrne said that the squad's competitive 
schedule has in-
creased their level 
of play. Bombers 
Football y Ithaca 
Clli WON Hi PON, 
The Bombers 
finish a four-game 
homestand next 
Thursday. 
Ithaca vs Springfield 
Saturday at 8:30 PM 
C. · Jlhaca College 
Brodcasting ICB-TV 
t 
L· 
--·.,.,(, 
~~ 
LP 
Featuring : Head Coach 
Jim Butterfield 
Sunday nights 
at 9:00 PM 
ICB-TV ~ 
Ithaca takes on 
Clarkson Friday 
at4pm,amatchup 
that should be 
prove Lo ba an ex-
cellent contest 
TheBombers 
play again on Sat-
urday against St. 
Lawrence at noon. 
Both games will 
take place on the 
South Hill Ter-
race Field. Ithacan FTorn Arundel 
Ithaca's P.J. Mooney battles an Alfred defender during Saturday's 3-0 Homecoming ~ victory over the Saxons. The team plays tomorrow at home against Clarkson at 4pm 
,,'!- ~tr~~~~~~~7 
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm RESERVATIONS ONLY! 274-3103 ·, 
Kol Nidre Services 6:15 pm Sharp, 8:45 pm Overflow V 
Saturday, Sept. 29 _ . 
Yorn Kippur Services from 10: am - 2:00 pm and 5.00 pm - 7.3_0pm 
Break-the Fast at 7:30pm in the back of the chapel, Food Available 
ALL SERVICES IN MULLER CHAPEL 
:/~,: ~;;;;;;;;;;;., 'Iii ie n = p Ii u 
d 
i'\ 
CJ 
%on - '11iurs 11am - 10:00pm 
f'ri -Sat 11am - 10:30pm 
S untfay 11am - 9 :30pm 
VI'ETJ{fl2v['ES'E & CJfl'J{'ES'E 
C'UISPJ{'E 
~ree Lunch & 'Dinner 
tJJe[ivery* 
272 - 3357 
208 'J{ 'I'IO(j.9L ST.· near tfie commons 
'Iakg-out / 'l(e.servations 2 7 3-6604 
pe accept credit cards for defiverg ~ ca[[ for information 
f I I O f o t I t , t • f • • t , t , t f f f • I I I f I , , I • \ I \ A • r I I • I ~ ' I • • 
Ithacan I Tom Arundel 
Ithaca's Nick Bramley fights for posesslon of the ball with an Alfred opponent The 
Bombers defeated Alfred, 3-0. 
Images f roID 
HoIDecotning 
Ithacan / Sharon Perks 
Bomber sophomore forward Lise Moore heads the ball against Keuka In 
Saturday's action. The Bombers defeated Keuka, 8-0. 
September 27, 1990 
Ithacan I Sharon Perks 
The Bombers' Ken Hammel shakes off an Alfred defender to make a catch 
in the Bombers' Homecoming game Saturday. The Bombers won, 27-14. 
Ithacan I Greg Hollmann 
Ithaca alumnus Bill Hadsell wrestles an opponent during the Alumni Wrestllng 
match Sunday during Homecoming weekend. 
Ithacan / Sharon Perks 
An Ithaca baserunner dives back to first base during the Bombers 
game against Cornell. · 
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Harriers blow away hos1t9 
Oswego9 andl Binghami(O)Il1l 
in LeMoyne Invitation.all 
Women ranked 
third in recent 
Division III Poll 
By Rorie Pickman 
The women's cross country team 
placed runners in the third, fourth, 
fifth, sixth and seventh slots to lead 
the team to another overall first 
place finish. 
The women and men competed 
in, and won, a dual meet this week-
end at LeMoyne College. 
NCAA Division III Cross Country 
Poll. 
In the men's race, Art Gunther, 
Binghamton, took top honors with 
a time of 26:53. 
Gunther was followed by eight 
IC harriers. Junior Jason Trumble, 
sophomore Adam Eigenrauch and 
seniorco-captainDavidGillingham 
finished third, fourth and fifth re-
spectively. Each crossed the finish 
line with a time of 27:48. 
Sophomore Jeff Dickens, senior 
Mike Neilon and senior co-captain 
Scan Livingston came in fifth, sixth 
and seventh. Each finished with a 
time of27:49. 
Ithacan/ om run el, 
Ithaca's Use Moore controls th, ball whlle teammate Ashley Ryder looks on. The Bombers defeated 
Keuka, 8-0. 
In the women's race, the first 
Bomber to finish was junior Kathy 
Brunken, who took third place with 
a time of20:37. 
Following Brunken were 
sophomore Ann Delsignore and 
senior co-captain Mary Beth Duffy. 
They took fourth and fifth places 
respectively, with the same time as 
Brunken. 
"This running together and 
working as a pack is important in 
meets," Ware said. 
Neilon said that the meet was 
low key but it was "good for the 
team's confidence to run in a big 
pack." 
Women's soccer hits make or break stretch 
. Booters b_uild confidence in blowout of Keuka The Bombers outscored 
Binghamton, Oswego and 
LcMoyne also. 
By Michelle Ashmore 
The Bombers' 8-0 win over 
Keuka Saturday proved to be a great 
confidence builder for the women's 
soccer team. 
"We're going into a make or 
break stretch of the year. It's good 
to go into [the s1retch] after scoring 
goals," head coach Pat Fanner said. 
Keuka went into Saturday's 
game with a 5-3 record ... I think 
people expected more out of 
Keuka," senior captain Tracy 
Coomber said. 
"Keuka was quick, and fairly 
good at passing," Farmer said. 
Farmer thought a key to the game 
was I C's passing that opened up the 
Keuka defense, making more and 
better aucmpts on goal possible. 
Keuka got off to a strong start 
with a shot off the crossbar 2 min-
uteS into the game. This proved to 
be their only real opportunity to 
score. 
Junior Ashley Ryder had a hat-
trick. becoming only the second 
person in Ithaca College women's 
soccer history to score three goals 
in one game. 
Two of Ryder's goals were left-
footed and 20 yards out of the goal 
mouth. Farmer called both shots 
"strong strikes at the goal." 
Coomber tallied two goals in the 
short time she was in. Her first goal 
was in the end of the first half. 
Sophomore Cathy Moss made a 
pass across to Michelle McKay who 
in turn passed to Coomber who 
tucked-her goals were scored by 
sophomore Lise Moore, and fresh-
man Jennifer Guyer. 
Two of the Bomber goals were 
scored off corner kicks. 
Goalkeeper Beth Greco recorded 
the shutout with two saves. 
The Bombers are readying 
themselves for tough matches today 
against William Smith and Saturday 
against Rochester Tech. 
Senior Bonnie Gleeson came in 
sixth place with a timeof20:38 and 
graduate student co-captain 
Samantha Liberatore finished in 
seventh in 20:40. 
Head coach Bill Ware was very 
pleased with the way the team ran. 
"The team worked well together 
as a group," Ware said. 
Kristen Thinkel, a Binghamton 
runner, took first place with a time 
of 19:48. Thinkel was followed by 
Tracy Donovan, Oswego, in 19:48. 
The Bombers defeated 
Binghamton, Oswego and 
LcMoyne. 
The Bombers are currl!ntly 
ranked third in the most recent 
S.K. SOUND SYSTEM AND DJ SASSMAN TAKE OVER MON. & WEDS. 
AT · 
The Bombers, both women and 
men, compete in the Cortland fn-
vitational this weekend, against 
teams from RIT, St. Lawrence and 
host Cortland. 
"Cortland is always tough on 
their home course," Ware said. 
The Cortland women's team is 
ranked second in the nation and is 
the defending national champions. 
The Bombers women's team is 
third in the nation and second in the 
state, Cortland is number one. 
"It will be a good test for us. If 
we can't beat them, I'd like to come 
close to them," said Ware. 
ON THE WATERFRONT 
702 Willow Avenue 277-0811 
• MONDAY - ITHACA COLLEGE 'PITCHER' NIGHT 
(pocket change for pitcher) 
LARGE SCREEN TV for Monday Night Football 
ALL LADIES RECEIVE 1st BEVERAGE FREE 
Contest all night with great giveaways 
• MONDAY & WEDNESDAY GIVEAWAYS .. 
Luxury Limousine Service 
Airbrush Shirts 
Pizzas 
Champagne all night 
Albums, cassettes & CDs 
Movie Tickets 
Gift certificates for clothing stores & restaurants 
• WEDNESDAY - OVER THE HUMP NIGHT 
1st HUNDRED PEOPLE THRU THE DOOR RECEIVE 
COMPLEMENTARY BEVERAGE 
1JJ THURSDAY NIGHT is po'tt)E1{.99.9 NiGHT 
Meet your personality spinning tunes, holding contests and being 
WACKY from 9pm until 1 am 
FEATURING "BEST PRICE SPECIALS IN TOWN" 
also open FRI and SAT 9pm-1am 
September 27, 1990 
Field hockey-----
Continued from back page 
very well. She put tremendous 
pressure on them (Kutztown)," 
Kostrinsky sai4. • . -
Greener, 'Melchior, junior Jen 
~Hen and senior Kerry Sullivan 
srtared Outstanding Offensive 
'. Player-honors. · · 
~. Melchior was· also recognized 
for her deferts'i\'e efforts as well as: 
senior fuidfielder Angie Hitchcock. 
: GreenetandMelchioreachreceived 
: ,fgame"ball:.' ... · .. ; ·. ·: .. ·i . -
: The Bombers· hosted East' Hill 
! rival _Gomell_ University T-u~day 
: .11idba1UecHoa·1-Hie.- · -'· _,: '. 
. 4biswasanuncharacteristitallf 
, I • 
flat performance.-~ Kostrinsky 
commented, "Wedidn 't exhibit the 
aggressiveness, speed and poised 
stickwork that has become charac-
teristic of this year•s:teartl." :. , · ' 
The Bombers scored··early; as 
Greener was iri the right spot at the 
2:33 mark. Ithaca dominated of .. 
fensiv'ely, but -were ·unable' to ex-
Red in the game, scoring on a pass 
from teammates Mary Collins and 
Laurel Botsford ten minutes before 
the buzzer~ · · · 
Ithaca was unable to answer 
Cornell's challenge,· as the· game 
continued through , two scoreless 
ten-f!)inute overtimes. · · 
-: '. 
"'Rachael' (Greener) was consis-
tently' energized ·throughout the 
game," Kosfrinsky sru"d of the jun-
ior forward .. whO-:reteived Out-
stlmding Offensive :player"-honors 
as well' as· the game ball. · · : 
"We're not dwelling on this,.'' 
Kosirinsl{y-acJded;· .. Our focus· is on 
Messiah;· who ·is- ·ianked third in 
Division III, and on the University 
of Southern Maine which is ranked 
12th: Both reruns ate top contend-
ets in'iheir tegions." - · · ·. - · 
· • · · - · Ithacan I Greg Ho1Imann 
Bombor field hockey player Molly Melchlor watches the ball as a Cornell opponent bears down on · 
tend their lead.· · 
Margaret Morrissey got the Big 
· Ithaca begins a busy weekend I 
pm Saturday at YavitS"field, as they 
host' Messiah.-The next day they 
encount.eftthe University-of South-
ern Maine for the first ·time.i The 
Bombers current record is 5-1-1. 
her. Ithaca and the Big Red tied 1-1 on Tuesday. 
Weekly 
Sports 
Schedule 
Sept. 20-26 
Football 
Sept. 29 Springfield 
Men's Cross Country 
Sept. 29 @ SUNY 
Cortland Invitational 
Women's Cross Coun-
try . 
Sept. 29 @ SUNY 
Cortland Invitational 
Women's Soccer 
Sept. 27 @Wiliam Smith 
Sept. 29 RochesterTech. 
Field Hockey 
Sept. 29 Messiah 
30 Southern Maine 
Men's Soccer 
Sept. 28 Clarkson 
St. Lawrence 29 
Women's Tennis 
Sept. 28, 29 ICAC's @ 
Rochester Tech. 
Fall Baseball 
Sept. 29 
Fall Golf 
Sept. 27 
Volleyball 
Sept. 28,29 
Your 
• • 
LeMoyne 
@SUNY 
Binghamton 
@Juniata 
Invitational 
op1n1on 
counts 
Letters to the editor 
every Thursday 
TheJthaCaD 
. \,-; 
-,,My big"- s~hool-chee~l~ader days 
are back since I lost SO··lbs. · --
with Nutri/Syst~~!~ 
"Right before my high schoofreunion-~ 
I became so nostalgic I decided to fey.on_ 
my old cheerleading_ uniform, Bur I had : 
·gained so much weight-it didti-'Hit/'"·::-: ... , . -,:-; 
That's what made ,r,e cfecid,rt(T'gr>'fb ~--;•:~,i,, 
Nutri/System. They helped me~tback 
to my high school weight, which 1-had-
always wanted to maintain. -~ - ·. ' :: 
.. .. Now, I'm down to my cheerleader . . · 
.. t size again. I'm even in g~ enough 
( ~- shape to do my.old routmes. ~nd 
: ·:, that's something to ct,eer about." 
Try the Nutri/Systerrf_ 
Crave-Free"' Weight Loss 
Program that Includes a 
variety of delicious meals 
and Craving Contror 
snacks, nutritional end 
behavioral counseling~ 
light activity. and weight 
maintenance. 
Don't Wait, La~:1a' g~;k Call Today. 1os1 so 1bs. 
We Succeed 
Where Diets 
Fail You: 
weight loss centers 
• t- • ' -:~· 
-~-~~ "}-..-
r-------------------, 
I LOSE ALL THE WEIGHT $89* 1 YOU r.AN FOR ONLY I ·w11h1n the ume frame aet by the Nutri/Data•co,nputerprog,am tor )'OUl'welghl loullOII. Spacial otfef doos nol Include the cost ol NUTRI/SYSTEII IOO<IS. maintenance I 
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~Athlete 
of the week 
By Christa Anoll 
With eight minutes remaining 
in the fourth quarter of the Bomb--
ers' Homecoming football game 
Saturday, seniorquarterbackTodd 
Wilkowski replaced starting quar-
terback Dave Saejbacb and pro-
pelled the Bombers to two touch-
downs on two drives. 
The touchdowns gave the 
Bombers a 27-14 victory over 
Springfield. 
Witkowski started the first two 
gamesofdleseason for the Bomb--
ers and dislocated his knee in both 
games. 
SaeJ1>ach started the game in 
place of Wilkowski even though 
Wilkowski'soft-injuredkneewas 
at IOOpercent before the game. 
"Todd bas a weakness in his 
knee, and,the doctors felt it would 
be·belpful for him to rake some 
time off to strengthen it," head 
coach Jim Butterfield said 
Butterfield was very pleased with 
Stejbach's performance. 
"It was excellent, excellent I 
thought he perfonned well under 
presslll'e," Butterfield said. 
With the Bombers down by one, 
14-13, Wilkowskienteredthegame 
and engineered the two drives that 
put Ithaca up for good. 
"The stage was set for him 
(\Vllkowski). He bad a good op-
portunity to excel and did," 
Butterfield said 
After a Joe Williams intercep-
tion, Wilkowski led the Bomber 
offense on a five play drive 
which wascappedwhenDaveSidle 
scored a toucbdo 
wn on a 44-yard run down the 
sideline. 
In the next series, Wilkowski 
propelled the Bomber offense on a 
36-yard drive which ended with a 
BAKA Com~u_te~~-·-
mrt NG ··t ... ·t Ct 
.... -------· ---·. ---- ------~i.D-~ .,. 
Call Today 257-2070 ~~~:rm- -I* 
"COMMUNITY CORNERS" 200 PLE_ASANT GROVE RD. 
SERGIO & ODAIR ASSAD 
Duo-Guitarists 
by arrangement w11h Harold Shaw 
"The cream of classical guitar d~os"-CJass/ca/ Guitar Magazine, Great Britain 
Performing works ol Albenlz, Belllnall, Debussy, Glnastera, Glsmonll, 
Jolivet, Petit, and Scarlatti 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11 
Ford HaD AmlitoritDII 8:15 p.m. 
, ....... ·.' 
'- • n I,,'. '. ' ) ' ; l, (' 
Todd Wtlkowski 
Jeff Wittman touchdown nm. 
As far as this weekend's game 
goes, Buuerfieldand the coaching 
staff have not yet decided if 
Wilkowski or Stejbach will start. 
"Todd has been practicing all 
week and his knee is looking bet-
ter than it has all season, because 
he's had some time off to 
strengthen it," Butterfield said. 
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Homecoming 
Scoreboardl 
JFooltballil 
Ithaca 27 Alfred 14 
Ithaca 8 Keuka 0 
Men9s socce1r 
Ithaca 3 Alfred 0 
Women's cross country 
First place at LeMoyne 
Men's cross country 
First place at LeMoyne 
Bomber Bits backer, led the Ithaca defense with 17 total tackles. Line backer-
mates Jesse Bruchac and Erik. 
Ornberg helped limit Cornell to a 
measly 45 second half yards. 
By Willie Rubenstein 
The women's tenni<; squad 
improved their season record to 
3-1 with a win at LeMoyne. 
Freshman YoelLevywonher 
first singles match of the year, 
coming from behind to beat her 
foe 6-7 (7-4), 7-5, 6-0. 
Senior Meg Emrich and 
freshman Julie Yan1co, the other 
singles players, also won in 
come-from-behind style in three 
sets. 
Sophomore KenjaAckerman 
and junior Vicki Paul, playing 
together for the first time, 
decisioned their LeMoyne 
countecparts 6-3, 6-3. 
The win was Paul's four-
teenth career doubles victory at 
Ithaca. 
Coach Aziz Paul Kommel's 
group dropped a tightS-4 contest 
at home against Binghamton on 
Tuesday. 
II 
Their next matches will be 
Friday and Saturday at the ICAC 
Championships in Canton, home 
of St Lawrence University. 
J.V. football lost their first 
game of the season last Friday to 
Cornell. 
The Big Red Frosh won 7-3, 
dominating play in the first half, 
limiting the Bombers to only 18 
plays. 
Cornell scored the only 
touchdown of the game in the 
first stanza and did not put any 
more points on t!te board. 
Ithaca, however, tightened the 
contest to four points with a 28-
yard, third quarter field goal from 
freshman Christopher Clapp. 
The two teams held each other 
scoreless for the rest of the game. 
Leading the Bombers on the 
ground was freshman running 
back Todd Konick, who gained 
62 yards on 12 carries. Fellow 
first-year back Mike Murtha 
added 12 rushes for 46 yards. 
Freshman split end Paul 
Bortnick made five catches for 
45 yards to lead the receivers. 
Tom Sweat, a freshman line-
Bruchac made 16 stops, while 
Ornberg recorded eight tackles and 
three quarterback sacks. 
Theteamplaystheiroruyhome 
game of the season tomorrow after-
noon against Cortland. 
Finally, the golf team received 
a forfeit win against at LeMoyne 
last Tuesday. upping their season's 
mark to4-0. 
The Bombers were Jed by fresh-
man Jon Cupp who notched around 
of 84, his best Ithaca perf onnance. 
Junior Jeff Wexler tied Cupp, 
lowering his stroke average after 
six rounds to 83. 
Senior John Dempsey leads the 
unitwithanaverageof81.2strokes/ 
round after five contests. 
This afternoon the squad plays • 
at SUNY Binghamton, and will be 
at the Juniata Invitational over the 
weekend. 
FOR CITY SIDEWALKS, VIA SPIGAS LUXURIOUS 
LEATHER & SUEDE SHOES TAKE FALL IN STRIDE. 
"7--~ __ A · ON THE COMMONS 
~ OPEN 'TIL 9 P M TY URS & FRI .. 
.. 
Reflections of Homecoming- Women's soccer slams Keuka College, to face William Smith to-
day page 21 
Bomber Bits explore 
tennis,golf and J.V. football 
page 23 A photo essay page 20 
The Ithacan 
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Witkowski leads Bombers to victory over Alfred 
Fourth quarter 
comeback keys 
Homecoming win 
By Brian Lustig 
Bomber quarterback Todd 
Wilkowski worked bis magic once 
again last Saturday. 
Wilkowski was the starting quar-
terback for the first two games, 
when a knee injury forced him to 
rest on the bench for Saturday's 
Homecoming tilt against Alfred. 
He came off the bench late in 
the fol.lr'.h quarter to engineer two 
big scoring drives, propelling Ithaca 
past the Saxons for a 27-14 win. 
TheBombersavengedlastyear's 
loss, but it was by far their most 
challenging game so far this season. 
Both teams boasted a powerful 
running attack and a defense not 
accustomed to giving up yardage. 
Each squad had had success with 
the option offense in their first two , 
games. The question then became 
whether backup Bomber quarter-
back, Dave Stejbach could pick 
apart the Saxon defense that had 
given up an average of 36.5 yards 
against the pass in the first two 
games. 
The first half typified the 
Bombers' season todate,as fumbles 
and penalties prevented them from 
gaining any momentum. 
Coach Jim Bunerlield tried to 
establish the passing game early 
and Stejbach responded by com-
pleting a numbe.r of short passes. 
The Alfred defense, which en-
tered the game with 12 sacks, put 
double ·coverage on Ithaca wide 
receiver Ken Hammel all game 
- ·• ft acan-1. Haran Perks 
Bomber wide receiver Ken Hammel coughs up the football during Saturday's Homecoming victory against Alfred University. Ithaca won. 
the game In come-:from-behlnd fashion by scoring two touchdowns In the fourth quarter. The final score was 27-14. 
forcing him to run most of his pat-
terns underneath the coverage. 
Gradually the running game was 
worked into the offense but not as 
much as in the Bombers first two 
games this season. est 21 yards the first 30 minute.s. 
Sophomore fullback Jeff 
Wittman (56 yards, 2 touchdowns) 
scored Ithaca's only first half 
touchdown but was held to a mod-
The Saxons backfield tandem of 
Adam Acquario (113 yards) and 
Rashaan Jordan (87 yards,l touch-
down) ate up the Bomber defense. 
Acquario' s tremendous size en-
abled him to pound out big yardage 
up the middle. 
Ithaca co-captain linebacker 
See "Football" page 18 
Field hockey squeaks by 
National power Kutztown, 
battles Big Red to a tie, 1-1 
Ranked fourth in 
Division III poll . 
By Bethany Nugent 
The Ithaca College women's field hockey 
team added a win and a tie last week as they 
took on the Kutztown University's Golden 
Bears and Division I foe, Cornell. 
The Bombers, who were ranked fourth in 
the most recent Division Ill poll, traveled to 
Kutztown, Pennsylvania last weekend and 
ended the Division III hosts four game win-
ning streak with a 2-1 win. 
"We had to work hard," head coach Doris 
Kostrinsky said. 
"lt was a pressure packed game; and though 
the score doesn't indicate it, we dominated 
the game. The team played very well," 
Kostrinsky said. 
mark. 
The Bombers dominated in the circle with 
37 shots to Kutztown's II, but were unable 
to get the ball into the cage until senior Kerry 
Sullivan converted a pass from junior Rachael 
Greener with ten minutes left on the clock. 
The Golden Bears failed to capitalize on 
their last minute penalty comers and the 
Bombers went home with a 5-1 record. 
Goalie Wynne Lobel netted six saves for 
the win, while Kutztown' s goalie blocked 26 
in the losing effort. 
"This was a big win," Kostrinsky said. "It 
was the first time this season that the opposing 
teamscoredandwehadtocomeback. Overall 
we had a good perfonnance."· 
Ithacan !Greg-Hollmann 
Kerry Sullivan tries to block a pass from a Big Red player. The two teams follght to 
a 1-1 tie on Yavlts Field. Ithaca's next game Is 1 p.m. Saturday at home against 
Messiah College. 
Sophomore Sue Bender pushed the ball 
past Kutztown 's goalie for the Bombers' first 
score. 
The Golden Bears answered Ithaca's goal 
with a tally from Sally Spaar at the 27 minute 
"Molly (Melchior) put the pressure on as 
striker," Kostrinsky said of the senior's 23 
penalty comer blasts, "She fed the ball 
into the circle and kept it there," Kostrinsky 
said. 
"Rachael (Greener) moved from forward 
tolinkduetoaplayer'sabsenceandresponded 
See "Flold hockey" page 22 
